Janttary

13 thru 26

15 thur
Cambridge - "The Sea Horse," by Ed
Moore, presented by The Parish Players at The Peoples' Theatre, 1253
Cambridge St., Inman Sq. Perfs.
15-18, 8 pm, tix $3.75 Fri., Sat.; $2.50
Thurs., Sun. (547-4930)
Cambridge; MIT spbrisors film on sex
roles, "Men's Lives," 7 pm, room 140615, 25 cents (opt.), near Hayden
Library, in basement across from
humanities elevator; discussion follows.
Portsmouth, N. H., Seaport Area Gay
Alliance (SAGA) meeting, 8 pm, 74
Congress St.

16 fri
Boston, B'nai Haskalah 2nd anniversary party following service, 8:30 at
Old West Church, 131 Cambridoe St.
Boston - Reading of Susan Saxe's
Poetry at Other Voices Bookstore, 30
Bromfield St., 8 pm, $1 donation.
ONE OF THE CHESTNUT ROASTERS.

13 toes
Cambridge - Jade & Sarsaparilla at
Orson Welles Restaurant, 10:30.
Boston Gay Community Board
meets to hear and discuss. complaints
about discrimination and disputes
involving gay people and organiza- ·
tions, Charles St. Meeting House, 70
Charles St., 7:30 pm.
Framinghani, "Aumari Relations Commission will sponsor a seminar on
"The Rights of Gay People: Privacy
and Equal Opportunity." Speakers will
include Elaine Noble and Arlie Scott.
7:30 pm at Civic League, 214 Concord
St.
Cambridge, MIT ·sponsors film on sex
roles, ."Growing Up F:emale: As Six
Becomes One," 7 pm, room 14-0615,
25 cents (opt.), near Hayden Library,
in basement across from humanities
elevator; discussion follows.
I

NY, First. meeting . of G·ay Social
Services Alliance for all interested in
social services. For more info call Ron
Ginsberg, day (212) 630-2160 or 2169;
eves . 989-0088. .

14wed
Cambridge - Jade & Sarsaparilla at
Orson_Welles Restaurant, 10:30.

Portland, Me. - Jade &
will perform at State St.
details contact Women's
Middle St.

Sarsaparilla
Church, for
Center, 193
'

17 sat
Portland, Me. - Gay People's Alliance
sponsor a dance in Payson Smith Hall
cafeteria, Univ. of Maine, 8-12 pm,
BYOB, $1 donation.
Cambridge, Reading of Susan Saxe's
Poetry at Red Book Store, 136 River
St., 8 pm, $1 donatlon. Sponsored by
Susan Saxe Defense Committee. Call
876-2975 for more info.

19

DIOR

Northampt·on - Jade & Sarsaparilla at
"Lazy River," 10:00.
Cambridge, "·Homosexuality: The Ethical Chai lenge for Psychology." Gerald
Davidson of SUNY-Stony Brook will
. speak on his objections to current
psychological practices concerning
gay people, at Harvard-Radcliffe GSA,
8-10 pm, 1st floor parlor, Phillips
.Brooks House, Harvard Yard.

~~~~~~~~
~ Submit C11lendar itms to Calendar Editor,

I

GCN, by noon on Wednesday prior to

I"'

date of publication.

~,
~
Ir

~~~~~~.

20 toes
Cambridge, MIT sponsors films on sex
roles, "Living With Peter," 7 pm, room
14-0615, 25 cents (opt.), near Hayden
Library, in basement across from
humanities elevator;, discussion follows.
NY, mini cohfe·rence sponsored by
Socialist Caucus of the GAU at 7:30
pm at St. John's Episcopal Church in
the Village (Waverly Place at West
11th St.). For info call John D'Emilio
at (212) 663-0556.
Boston, DOB Women's social evening,
discussion "Is Fat Good?" Beth
Gammo (who says 'yes') wi'II be there.
Women of all sizes invited. Refreshments follow. 7:30 pm, DOB office,
419 Boylston St.
·

22 thur
Cambridge: "MIT.sponsors film~on. sex
roles, "Joyce at 34" and "Betty Tells
Her Story," 7 pm, room 14-0615, 25
cents (opt.), near Hayden Library, in
basement across from humanities
elevator; discussion follows.

lJ. ·

Cambridge - "The Sea Horse" by Ed
Moore, presented by The Peoples
Theatre, 1253 Cambridge St.., Inman
Sq. Pert. 22-25, 8 pm, tix $3.75 Fri.,
Sat.; $2.50 Thurs., Sun. (547-4930)

23 fri
Boston - Dignity will host a lecture
on Gays and Alcoholism··at 8 pm, St.
Clements Church, 1105 Boylston St.,
Boston - Benefit Concert for Susan
Saxe Defense Fund, New Harmony
Women's Band and theatre piece; info
call 547-6358. -

DIARY OF
TEENAGE

24 sat
Cambridge 7" MIT.Student Homophile
League is holding a dance at Student
Center, 84 Mass. Ave., from 9-1; admission $·1.50.

26

DIOR

Cambridge; •Mir' sponsors film on sex
roles, "Girls at 12" and "Clorae and
Albie," 7 pm, room 14-0615, 25 cents
(opt), near Hayden Library in basement across from humanities elevator;
discussion follows) ( ' .
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ACLU Suit Against Harassment Fails
By Neil Miller
BOSTON - Judge Edward F. Hennessey of the Supreme Judicial Court
of Suffolk County, Mass., has rejected
a class action suit to prevent the Boston
Police Department from further harassment of gay men. The suit, brought
by the Civll Liberties Union of Massachusetts, "on behalf of John ·Doe and
members of the class," listed as
defendants Garrett Byrne, District
Attorney for Suffolk County, Robert
diGrazia, Police Commissioner of the
city of Boston, and Edward Miller, a
detective with the Boston Police Department.
The CLUM suit has asked the judge
to "enter a permanent injunction enjoining and restraining the defendants,
their agents, employees and attorneys,
and all persons acting under their
direction and control ... from arresting and/ or prosecuting the plaintiff or
any member of the plaintiff class for
soliciting the performance of so-called
'unnatural acts' in private by consenting adult_s. ''
The injunction, had it been successful, would have barred the police from
harassing gay men in "private" and
would not have covered public places
like the Fenway or the Esplanade.
However, it would have affected
harassment in "private" cruising places such as movie theatres.
In his rejection of the suit, Judge
Hennessey cited the fact that there was
no documentation that there were
repeated cases of this kind of harassment.
The class action suit, the first of its
kind in Massachusetts, grew out of the.
harassment of plaintiff "John Doe" at
the Jolar Theatre on Washington
Street in Boston last November. Ac•
cording to t~e complaint, a plain-

-

clothes police officer, Det. Edward
Miller, invited Doe into an enclosed
booth where films are shown at the ·
Jolar. "Once inside the booth," the
CLUM complaint states, ''Miller
closed the door and asked the plaintiff
what he 'wanted to do.' The plaintiff
replied, 'Whatever.' Miller then asked,
'Do you charge?' The plaintiff stated
that he did not. Defendant Miller
thereupon.identified himself as a police
officer and placed the plaintiff under
arrest."
Doe was arrested and prosecuted for
''solicitation to commit an unnatural
act." His trial will take place shortly.
In the complaint, the - plaintiff
charged that "his arrest and prosecution is part of a continuing campaign
of harassment of homosexuals by the
Boston Police Department. ... As part
of this campaign," the CLUM complaint charges, "Officers of the Boston
Police Department interrogate and
maintain files concerning persons seen
in areas known to be frequented by
homosexuals and actively seek to elicit
a solicitation of sexual acts by such
persons, which solicitation is used to
justify their arrest and prosecution by
/
the police."
The solicitation t_o commit an "unnatural act" between consenting adults
in private does not constitute a crime in
Massachusetts. It has not done so since
the Court decision· in the well-known
case of the Commonwealth v. Balthazar. The J olar Cinema is a private
place.
'in an interview with GCN, Doe saio,
"I am infuriated with police harassment tactics. We've got to fight them
until the police realize that they just
can't get away with this sort of thing.
Mayor White and Commissio ner

Lobbyists 'Pessimistic'

New Bill for Conn.
HARTFORD - Connecticut's Sexual Orientation Committee is "pessimistic" as it plans to introduce a gay
rights bill into the current session of
the Connecticut legislature. The bill,
which would bar discrimination against
homosexuals in areas of public and
private housing, employment, credit,
public accommodations, and organizations, will be introduced into the State
Senate by Sen. Bette Hudson. The bill
will be referred to the Senate's Human
Rights and Opportunity Committee.
_ Last year a gay rights bill passed the
Senate by a 23-11 vote only to be
defeated in the House by an 85-60 vote.
Don Zajac of the Sexual Orientation
Committee told GCN that he doubts
that the bill will pass "because it is an
election year.'' The state is in a ''rotten
fiscal mess," according to Zajac and
legislators will be focusing all their
attention on the economic situation.
Gov. Grasso ts planning a series of
cutback moves that parallel those of

th~ Dukakis administration in Massachusetts, and this is expected to take
the legislators' energy away from
serious consideration of gay rights
legislation.
The attitude of Gov. Grasso, the
state's first woman governor, also puts
the bill in doubt. Last year, Grasso
reportedly told her legislative leadership that she did not want to see a gay
rights bill come to her desk. On the
other hand, she is also said to have told
gay lobbyists that if a rights bill did in
fact pass the legislature that she would
not veto it. The legislature's Democratic leadership is mostly opposed to
this year's bill.
Public hearings on the bill are
expected to take place as early as the
end of the month and will probably be
held in the daytime. Anyone interested
in more information on the Connecticut bill should contact the Sexual
Orientation Committee, 330 Laurel
St., Hartford, Conn. 06105.

~Grazia must call off their thugs."
Doe added that "The judge doesn't
understand that there just isn't any
way to get the public documentation
that he desires. Gay 1people are scared;
they don't want to be publicly identifieq after being arrested in a case of
this kind.'' He -urged"" people to send
inf01:mation about their arrests as well
as their names, if possible, to the Civil
Liberties Union so a stronger case for
an injunction can be made in the
future.

"In most similar cases," Doe told
GCN, "gay people, because of fear of
exposure, have to go to expensive
lawyers to hush it up in exchange for
leniency. Police are taking advantage
of this situation and have to be
stopped.''
Doe ind1calectthat if he is found not
guilty at his forthcoming trial, he
intends to file a damage suit against the
police. If he is found guilty, he plans
an appeal. ''This situation has got to
end," ~e stated.

Margo Schulter, who led tile demonstration against the Macrobiotic seminar.

Photo

py Martha Adams

Picketers Protest
'Behavior Mod' Diet
BOSTON - About 1.5 gay women
and men demonstrated at the Statler
Hilton Hotel on Jan. 3 to protest a
seminar on "Man and Woman" being
offered there by Michio Kushi and the
East-West Foundation. Kushi has
maintained in print in the East-West
Journal that homosexuals suffer from
dietary imbalances, and that a proper
macrobiotic diet will "cure" homosexuality.
The demonstrators gathered outside
the hotel at about 8:30 a.m., and ·
picketed and leafletted for about two
hours. At about 9:20 a policeperson
drove up, asked about the protest, and
expressed the view that it was reasonable; he said that he had "my own
personal reasons" for supporting the
demonstration. A few demonstrators
separated from the main group and
attempted to leaflet inside; they were
asked to leave and did so without
incident.
According to a leaflet by the Gay
Organization for Androgynous Theology (GOAT): "We hope that you
might open yourself to understanding
that for many people to be openly

bisexual or gay has led many to higher
spiritual encounters and attainments
that would not possibly be found in
relating exclusively heterosexually.''
At the demonstration there was generally a positive mood, despite intermittent snow and cold weather. Mordecai Cahan, a gay teacher from
Cambridge, carried a sign in the form
of a cross which declared: "GAY
LOVE IS HOLY .- NO DIET CAN
CURE.''
According to Margo Schulter, a
GCN staff member, not everyone in
the East-West Foundation- necessarily
agrees with Kushi's stated views. One
E-WF person said that a genuinely gay
· person would become more gay on a
macrobiotic diet; he added that in
Japanese tradition gay love has been
'' a fine art.'' Without claiming to be a
final authority, this E-WF person
suggested that Kushi challenges people
who are not really gay but affect a gay
lifestyle without inner feeling, and that
he would also challenge people who
play at being heterosexual. So far
Kushi himself has not modified his
public view that gay relationships cannot be "fully mature."

news notes
COMMUNITY BOARD
BOSTON - Boston's Gay Community Board, organized to investigate
complaints and charges involving gay
people and gay organizations, is seeking new members. In order for the
board to function effectively, its
present members feel that its membership should be representative of the full
diversity of Boston's gay community.
Therefore the Commwnity &ard is
urging anyone with an interest in issues
facing the gay community to attend the
next meetwg at the Charles Street
Meeting House on Tuesday, Jan. 13.
Anyone may attend_the meeting and
membership is achieved by attending
three out of five consecutive meetings.
Complaints, disputes and conflicts that
may warrant the Board's attention can
be presented at a board meeting or a
signed statement may be sent to the
Gay Community Board, c/ o GCN, 22
Bromfield St., Boston 02108.

AMAZON ODYSSEY
SOMERVILLE, Mass. - The highly regarded lesbian-feminist arts journal published in Somerville, Amazon
Quarterly, has _ceased publication. It
was reported that the magazi~'s
founders, Gina Covina and Laurel
Govin a, felt that the magazine was no
longer fulfilling tbeir expectations of
what it should be-fike.

MEDIA WATCH
BOSTON - Boston's Gay Media
Action is planning to- file a complail).t
with the Federal Communications
Commission over anti-gay remarks reportedly made on at least three
occasions on the 11 :00 WBZ (Channel
4) News. The problem has already been
discussed with WBZ News Director Bill
.t\ber.
Ellen Davis~ ~~rperson of Gay
. Media Action,, ur.ges peopk in tk¢
Boston area and throughout New
· England tQ do at least one of three
things if ihey see of heM anti-gay content OD ~kviiion 111d radio. The stei,s .
to be t~ken, accor.dmg to Davis, are: l)
getting in touch with Gay Media
Action. 2):' calling wp the teJ-evi~ion or
radio statioft to complain, or 3) writina
to the FCC i:A Wa~h.ington at tha, Complaints and Compliaftce Division. 1'19
M St.y N.W., Washington, D.C: ·
~.54.

TBS GOES GAY
CAMBRIDGE - WTBS, the MIT
FM radio station, is planning a two
hour weekly show that will feature ten
minutes of gay news and commentary.
The program will attempt to be a .kind
of audio newspaper that might be compared to the Refll P~r or Phoenix,.
8"0rding to the show's -prod.acer,
John :Reardon. According f.£> Reardo.n,
the show will featttre black aRd
women's segments and liberal and conservative commentators as well as its
gay section.
The gay segment of the program will
be composed of five minutes of news
and five minutes of commentary and
will be handled by Gay Media Action.
The show will begin broadcasting on
Tuesday, Jan. 20, from 5 to 7 p.m.
WTBS is located on the extreme left of
the FM dial at 88.1.

SAXE POETRY
CAMBRIDGE - There will be a
reading of Susan Saxe's poetry at the
Red Bookstore, 136 River St., Cambridge, on Saturday evening, Jan. 17,
at 8 p.m. All proceeds from the event
will go to help publish a book of Saxe's
poetry. Admission will be $1.

GAY THEATRE
NEW YORK - Two &ay ~tiv~ts
here are in the process of compiling a
national resource list for gay theatre
groups, scripts, performance spaces
and otherwise interested individuals.
Loretta · Lotman, former media director of the National Gay Task Force,
and Owen Wilson, current co-director
of the Mattachine Society of New
York, are collaborating on the ptoject,
which will hopefully help the growth of
interest in "gay for gay" theatre
offerings.
''Gay theatre is happening in many
places around the country,'' according
to Owen, who is also a professional
actor. "Yet, because we don't know
about available scripts or produced
shows, people in one city rarely get to
see what's happening elsewhere. This
material must be available to lend
strength to others, to help evolve a
solid gay identity in theatre."
Send all replies to: Lesbian and Gay
Male Theatre Resources, c/o Mattachine Society, 59 Christopher St., New
York City 1-0014. A finisbed copy of
the resource list will be sent to all
people and groups that respond to this
informatioa-.
·

CHICAGO MUIIDEll
CHICAGO - Representatives from
lesbian, gay and civil ri8hts groui~ , voiced outraae here ill the murder
of ~ Chicago woman. Do1ma Smith,
fmmd beaten with her throat st:_abbed',
had eom,istently complained to authgci\ieJil oefore her doatll of haru;ment by
lier ex-husband. E\ljelle Smith·.- In
asking for protection for herself ud.
Patricia Hurley, her busin~s partner
and · a lesbian woman, Smith filed
reports of assault -lmi ·murder threats ,
fF\MD her ex-Jirusband. However, m,,
protection <;>f im-~stiga,tjon was offered
by the police.
.
Less than Ofte week befor-e- the m\11'der, Smitll was severely beatcn by her
husband and subsequently hospitalizied. Although police were i.,resent at
Ole hospital, they did not arrest Eu.gene
Smith. Five days later, Donna Smith
By S. W. Henderron
was found dead. Police then arrested
PORTLAND, Me. - Another reher husband and Sandy Barr, a former
minder that the Gay PeOJ>le's Alliance
police officer, in connection with the
of the University of Maine at Portlandmurder.
Gorham
is holding a dance on Sa_turThe Donna Smith Committee chargday, Jan. 17, in the cafeteria in Payson
ed that "her complaints were ignored
Smith Hall on the Portland campus.
by the police because. they were
The time is 8 to 12 p.m. and a $1
women, and because Patricia Hurley is
donation is asked. It's- BY06.
a lesbian." The committee said it will
There is a new waterin& hole in town
follow the case through to the hearings
- the Oasis Ballroom at 193 Middle
and trial and will serve to keep the
St. The atmosphere is said to be
community informed.
bisexual and non-repressive. There is
dancing for all.
The Gay People's Alliance will
ALASKAN LIBERATION
resume meetings on Jan. 15 in the
ANCHORAGE - Alaska's largest
Student Union on the Portland campus
city has managed to out-do most contiat 7:30 p.m. Planning for Maine Gay
nental metropolises by passing a gay
Symposium III will be getting underrights ordinance. The Anchorage City
way, and all people who want to get
Assembly last week passed an ordininvolved are welcome. The symposium
ance banning discrimination on the
will be in late April.
basis of sex, race, color, religion,
+
+
+
national origin, marital status, age or
ORONO - Sessions at the Univerphysical handicap as well as sexual
sity of Maine here will also resume,
preference . The ordinance extends to
starting Jan. 12. Interested students are
employment, housing, public accomurged to contact the Wilde-Stein Club
modations, education and financing.
for its meeting times and places.

IIA-IIULIN:1.

CUSTODY Dtl'EAT
OltAN<iE COUNTY, Calif. - With
alt the media publicity that has come
out of the lesbian custody case of Mary
Jo Risher. a recent decision here has
been overlooked. Accordin& to Focus,
the gay newspaper of Orange County,
Calif., in that decision, which took
place in December, a lesbian mother
named Carole lost cust-ody of her three
year old son .. The presidefng judge in
the case, Judge Byron McMillan, ruled
that Carole could not provide a proper
environment for her child. Carole's
husband, an Air Force employee, was
awarded custody of the son who is
presently bein& cared for by the
paternal grandparents.
Three expert witnesses, including a
sociologist, a psychiatrist and a psychologist, plus four acquaintances of
Carole, testified in her behalf. One
psychiatrist testified for the father.
Throughout the hearing, Carole's
lesbianism was clearly the main issue.
As part of the decision the judge ruled
that Carole's lover could not sleep in
the same house when the mother has
visiting rights with her son.
The defense is considering an appeal.

Trunk.-1-. - 1, Charle& IX. ol i'raace
Rohen Carr. Earl r,#. Somera,ot

'$50-14➔ ; 2,

,died 1645).

CHRISTOPHER STREET
NEW YORK - A new, glossy gay
magazine called Christopher Street is
being planned for spring of this year.
Published out of New York, Christopher Street plans "a wide spectrum:
articles on politics, literature and history, on art and music, interviews and
profiles, dialogues between national
figures, regular correspondence from
abroad and around the country, review
and satire . . . ''
Anyone interested in more information should get in touch with Christopher Street a( That _New Magazine
Inc., 60 E. 42d St., Room 411, New
York City 10017.

-

t

Backs Abzug )JIii

Shriver Changes His Tune
By Neil Miller
BOSTON - H. Sargent Shriver,
Democratic presidential hopeful and
George McGovern's running-mate· in
1972, has announced his support for
gay civil rights. Shriver, who in the
past has been identified with an unsympathetic attitude toward gays, told
a meeting of black leaders in Roxbury
that he would support the Abzug bill
(HR 5452).
At the luncheon meeting last Friday,
Shriver was asked what was labeled a
"civil rights question" by Michael
Scully, legislative aide to Boston State
Representative Mel King. Scully asked
the former Peace Corps director and
brother-in-law to the late President
Kennedy whether he would support
including "affectional preference" as
an amendment to the Civil Rights Act
and what he would do as President to
"aid in the passage of the Abzug Civil
Rights Amendments.''
"It's fine with me," Shriver replied.
"There's no argument. There's no
reason to deny homosexuals civil
rights." When asked specifically about
the Abzug bill, the candidate indicated
again, "It's fine with me."
In his campaign literature, which is
available alo ng with the candidate's
views on other issues, Shriver states his
1

official position on sexual preference.
"I oppose legal discrimination based
on personal life styles or sexual preference, just as I am opposed to legal
discrimination based on other arbitrary
criteria. Rather than interfering in
private lives of citizens, the government ought to do what it can to maximize the opportunities for all Americans fully to develop their talents. And
that means, at a minimum, an end to
all forms of such discrimination.'' ·
Shriver's views, as articulated at the
Roxbury luncheon, were unquestionably an attempt to "catch up" with his
liberal Democratic opponents in their
attempts to woo gay voters. Candidates
Harris, Bayh and Udall have all expressed strong support for the Abzug bill,
and Sen. Bayh has most recently
backed an executive order banning discrimination against gay people in
federal employment. Two months ago,
when asked the same question at the
Springfield mini-convention, Shriver
replied with a terse "yes." However, at
this point, sources close to the Shriver
campaign indicated that their candidate would be making an active
attempt to win the support of gay
voters in. the March Massachusetts
presidential primary.

Gay Charity in Boston
By Mike Callen
BOSTON - Among the rich traditions to be fourid in Boston's Back Bay
and Beacon Hill areas, a relatively new
addition can be found: gay charity.
The management of two bars, 1270
and Sporters have, since 1973, sponsored events designed to benefit both
the elderly and needy of their commu- .
nities.
This year's annual Thanksgiving
dinner was sponsored and paid for by
the management of 1270. The turkey
dinner, complete with two cocktails,
was served to 150 senior citizens in the
upstairs portion of the bar.
Similarly, according to Jack Rubin,
its manager, Sporters of Beacon Hill
sponsored an auction in mid-summer
to raise money for the needy children
of the community. Objects auctioned
ranged from odds and ends donated by
patrons to the lighted bear advertisement currently used in the set of ''The
Haunted Host" (a gay-oriented com-

R. Sargent Shriver

Ordination Issue
Hits Presbyterians
PALO AL TO, Calif. - The Presbyterian Church is beginning to face the
issue of ordaining gay people in the
ministry. A series of events is expected
to bring the is~ue squarely before the
conference of the three million member
church to be held this spring.
The first challenge to the Church's
policies of not ordaining gays -comes
from a Palo Alto lesbian who was
expelled from a seminary. ·The woman,
Joan Abrams, was denied readmission
for the spring term and rejected by the
San Jose Presbytery as a candidate for
the ministry after 'coming out' in a

· WARNING
GCN has been advised that the
Boston Police are engaging In
undercover operations on "The
Block" section of the Back Bay.
bounded by Commonwealth
Avenue. Marlborough. Arlington
and Berkeley streets. An un- .
marked police vehicle with
plainclothes officers assigned to
it is reportedly double-parked
nightly with its hood raised, giving the appearance of a "breakdown" in order to apprehend
persons on the street. Men in this
area at nigl,t are therefore
advised to proceed with caution
upon sighting any such "broken
down" car. ·

class. According to The Gay Lutheran,
Abrams 'came out' in class when "one
student started to quote St. Paul on the
subject [of homosexuality], and I said,I
wouldn't sit there any longer and hear
people say I'm sick or a sinner, or my
gay brothers and sisters, either."
The First Presbyterian Church of
Palo Alto is backing Abrams' appeal
to be reinstated in the seminary and a
ruling is likely in February or March.
In addition, a West Hollywood,
Calif., Presbyterian Church has named
a gay "acting pastor" to its staff. Ken
Forbes is not presently ordained but he
is able to baptize and offer communion
as a newly named elder. The Gay Lutheran quoted Forbes as saying, "The
Los Angeles Presbytery knows what's
going on - and knows that I'm gay.
They'll have to deal with the question
next June, when we go before them for
funding."
Meanwhile the New York Presbytery
has announced that it has a gay candidate for ordination who qualifies in
every respect and it has asked the
annual General Ass·e mbly next May to
set up a special board to study it and
make a report by 1977. ·
And in Chicago, the Presbytery of
that city first approved and then later
changed its mind on granting permission to a gay social worker, Rev. David
Sindt, to pursue his ministry as coordinator of the Presbyterian Gay
Caucus.

r

edy by Robert Patrick - of ''Kennedy's Children" fame - now currently running at the New Theatre in Cambridge).
When this tradition of the auction
began in 1973, $570 was raised. In
1974, this amount was increased to
$730. This year, a grand total of $1,100
was raised to provide food baskets to
needy families and gifts to children at
Christmas. The money, donated to the
Back Bay Community Center, also
supplied the means for some children
to attend summer camps.
The funds were distributed through
the office of Virginia Hurley, director
of the Fenway Community ,, Center.
Hurley, who was present at the auction
as well as the children's Christmas
party, commented: "It's a small bar,
but it's filled with big people."
The management of both bars plans
to continue this tradition and hope for
an even greater success in 1976.

Move to Restore MCAD C-ut
BOSTON The Massachµsetts
State Legislature is contemplating the
restoration of $80-$90,000 in funds
which have been cut from the budget
of the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination (MCAD). The
MCAD would be mandated to deal
with gay complaints of discrimination
in housing and jobs should the gay
rights bills now before the legislature
become law. The House and Senate
·recently cut $165,000, or 320/o of the
organization's budget, during the last
legislative session in response to the
state's fiscal crisis.

~ ubscripttons

Col. Thomas H. Wright of the
MCAD told GCN that the budget cuts
have caused the closing of the commission's Springfield and Worcester offices. According to Wright, these offices
might be reopened if. the legislature
restores part of the original cut. The
commission has also had to lay off
seven employ~1es and it 11.ooes that new
funds could enable some of the em- ·
ployees to come back to work.
The necessary legislation to restore
the money is presently before the Ways
and Means Committee and a legisla.tive decision is expected imminently.
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EDITORIAL
Within the Gay Liberation Movement, there have traditionally been two
approaches to securing rights for gay
people in society - reform and radical
politics. Both approaches differ in
botli ideology and tactics, and both
streams of thought and action have
had at different times a wide variety of
support.
The reform approach, which is predominant now, emphasizes ''working
through the system.'' The reformers
emphasize changing laws, taking part
in the electoral process, focusing attention on convincing straight politicians,
churches, and media people. The
reform ideology presupposes, put
simply, the "system'' is basically
acceptable although it may need
changes. Gay people can share in the
system by becoming visible, by working for legal chan~es, and by generally
proving that we are as good as anyone
else. In the reformers' view, gays are
merely another persecuted minority
crying out for their rights.
The radicals reject the reform approach as demanding just "another
piece of the pie.'' Radicals contend
that the system must be destroyed, that
reform politics focuses too much on
convincing straights that gay people
are OK. Radicals would contend that
attention paid in convincing politicians
should be put back into the qJmmunity
to develop community organizations
and the like.
The radicals reject the idea of trying
to be "respectable," of trying to please
middle-class America, of making an
effort to change a system which is in
their judgment by nature oppressive to
those who don't share in the power
structure.
In recent years, radical influence on
the gay movement has been in a steady
decline. Although Stonewall which
started the movement was a radical
action, and radicals were prominent in
the early days of the movement, organizations like the National Gay Task
Force, "conservative" spokespeople
like T /Sgt. Leonard Matlovich, and
elected gay representatives like Rep.
Elaine Noble and Sen. Allen Spear are
now the focus of attention. A low
profile and a legitimate image seems to
be the order of the day.
Despite the time and effort which
both groups spend castigating the
other's point of view, it seems rather
obvious that the gay community can
accommodate and in fact needs to
accommodate both points of view. The
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danger of a purely radical approach is
that by refusing to deal with the
establishment in any way, one finds
oneself without any influence whatsoever on the primary forces in society.
There is always the danger that the
revolution will never come. On the
other hand, a purely reformist orientation often causes people to become so
focused on the process of legal change,
that they tend to forget the basis of
what they are doing. In addition, the
reform approach may be bound up
with compromises, sacrifices, and a
tendency to give up long-term objectives for short-term gains.
By accommodating both strands of
thought and action, the gay movement
may be able to avoid the pitfalls of the
exclusivity of one approach. It's
obvious -that legislative change, that
influencing the media, are of vital importance to gay .people's daily lives.
Instances of discrimination are real
and painful and no talk of the
revolution can soften the pill of police
harassment, job and housing discrimination. To put energy in these areas is
not wasteful; in this area, the reformers are right. Yet at the same time, this
kind of change must not become allconsuming.
Radical tactics, like those of Dyketactics who disrupted the Philadelphia
City Council recently, are important
not only in focusing attention in a
"guerrilla theatre" sense but also in
.asserting our own identity. If a group
of 300 people, for example, in Boston
were available for media zaps on
stations that make anti-gay comments
to jam the phone lines, this would be
an important step. Such a group could
be available for petitions, demonstrations ~nd lots of kinds of actions. This
kind of "radical" tactic can be a vital
adjunct to more conventional legislative lobbying.
It's important to work on convincing
straight politicians and the media and
trying to get them on our side. Yet
while we wait around for them to make
good on their promises, the gay movement has nothing to spark it, to keep it
alive. What we're seeing now is a
slipping into apathy, a sitting back
while certain lobbyists and sympathetic straight and gay officeholders try
to persuade the power structure that
"gay is good." At this point in time,
the gay movement needs a good dose
of radical thinking and tactics to right
the balance, to keep us alive, to inspire
us, to break out of the state of apathy.
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be withheld upon request. GCN retains
the right to edit all letters.

iust

up

and
fade away
SUSAN SAXE -

PLEASE JUST FADE

AWAY.

Dear person responsible for so much (too
much) ink given to Susan Saxe:
Again, GCN gives front page coverage to this
admitted bank robber. Any day now, she may
plead guilty to murder:
If the dyke community and/or GCN wishes to
have a dyke martyr why not choose somebody
who has contributed something to society whether it be gay or straight society. Elaine
Noble as an example. I'm sure there are admitted
gay females in medicine, the arts, sports, business and other endeavors. But please don't be so
proud of Susan Saxe - she is not worth it.
Yours very truly,
Tony Stat

politica l
pontific ation
Gay Community News:
Your Jan. 3 editorial in support of rent control
was simply a terrible mistake, from conception
to execution, one for which your readers deserve
some sort of apology. The whole question of rent
control is very complicated, not to be dealt with,
as you have done, in a sentence or two. One
ought to consider, in addition to possible rent
increases, the increased costs that often necessitate such increases, and alternative ways for
subsidizing those ·unable to pay their fair share.
And there are the long-term effects of rent
control to be considered: erosion of the tax base,
deterioration of the housing stock, reduction in
new construction. Your editorial made no
attempt to deal with these or other serious
problems. Your only statement was as sweeping
as it was false: "Anyone wfio does not own their
[sic] own home ... will suffer greatly." As there
was no effort to present any rational arguments
for rent control, it remains an open question
whether this was part of a demagogic campaign
to create a rent control bandwagon, or whether it
merely reptesented the kind of snobbish political
pontification which seems to deny the possibility
of opposition.
I would ask for space to detail that opposition, except that I do not feel rent control is a gay
issue. You imply in your editorial that, since the
majority of gays rent their homes, the gay
community should support rent control. What
do we infer from the fact that that the majority
of gays are white? If many gays being on the
lower end of the economic scale is all that is
needed to justify an editorial in support of rent
control, why doesn't it justify an editorial in
support of a guaranteed minimum income?
Where does one draw the line?
One place to draw the line is at giving financial
support, albeit small, to a pro-rent control
organization, whether in the form of cash contributions or paid advertisements for apartments
for rent. I can help the gay community better
elsewhere.
Stan Tillotson

what's in

a name?
Dear GCN,
... and you really are dear (in the senses of
lovable and rare). Sparking off the new year (the
year of GCN's fourth birthday and the seventh
anniversary of Stonewall), I pick up your
newborn edition (Vol. 3, No. 27) from the H.
SquaTe kiosk, wrapped in swaddling clothes as it
were, or a nappy anyway. M'turns to your
second page "news notes" to read that "Dignity
Celebrates." Dignity, of course, is the national
homophile club for Gay Roman Catholics, headquartered in Boston. It "now has over 50
domestic and affiliated foreign chapters" I'm
told, and you can bet it's got heaping gobs of
"DIGNITY" as well. Then I read their list of
newly elected officers: "Margo R.," "Rene,"
"Ed L." and last but not least, the illustrious
"Mark S." Dignity, I think, you're obviously big
stuff around these parts: Season's Felicitations
to you ... pardon me, Season's F. 's to you!
Then trippingly m'turns to the fourth page,
where I espy GCN's venerable masthead (or
whatever you call the damn thing) containing the
names of you worthies who bring the news and
features weekly to the Gay Northeast, names that
will ring down the corridors of time throughout the ages of man . . . and woman,
names fairly oozing with Gay pride, names like:
"Joe L.," "Ray," "Donna," "A. Nolder
Gay," "Dalp," "K.," "Strider," "Philip B.,"
"Jeff" and "Denise" and, of course, the other
41 of you with real names.
OK, you guys . . . (excuse, please, you
persons), are you all C.I.A. agents? (That's
Central Inverts' Agency, for all you non-cognoscenti out there.) What's with all the given names
(with or without initials for surnames) and
assorted noms de plume?! What am I reading
here, a naughty Fifties porn mag? If so, why
don't you have the black rectangles over everyone's eyes in your published photographs? And
"K.," poor dear, you've lost all your letters.
Even ZORO had four.
Of course,. of course, some of you might be
nervous about using your real names. GCN
should and does respect that. But why not
plausible/a/se names. Sylvia Sidney's real name
may be Sidney Greenstreet, but at least his falsies
are plausible - not "Sid G." or "Sid" or "S."
As for the rest of you shrinking violets: FEH !

And I'm sure Oscar _W. and Gertrude S. would
join me in that. How 'bout a new GCN policy
here, GCN folks!
Now, what's this other stuff I read in your
"news notes" about a certain FBI (Federal
Bureau of Inverts, of course) person?! Gay
Edgar Westinghouse, you know who you are!
Name withheld on request•
*And I'm skipping town too! Nor is there an iota
of truth in the allegation that J. D. Sitler made
me write this letter.

where Q~
where
GCN Editor:
After reading a review in your paper (Oct. 11,
1975) of "Gay Liberation Essays" by Jim
Kepner, I sent for a copy which was, as stated in
said review, available from the author. To this
date I have not received "Gay Lib Essays" in
spite of a follow up letter of inquiry. I have,
however, received the cancelled check from my
bank signed by Jim Kepner. Since Kepner has
advertised other material for sale, I would advise
the gay community that Kepner is apparently
·
unreliable, to say the least.
Rudy Grillo

crimes do not only harm our sisters but the entire
gay community.
With Eternal Gay Love,
Your Brother,
Michael Jay

speak for
yourself
Dear Brothers and Sisters:
All I've read about Susan Saxe in GCN and in
the straight press has prompted me to remain
silent no longer. The activities of Ms. Saxe and
her associates has harmed the cause of Gay
Liberation more -than can be told. When
misguided straights read of Saxe's crimes and of
her gayness they will automatically associate one
with the other.
Jan Parlin's Forum in GCN #22 is undoubtedly,the best writ.ten article on this topic . .I quote:
"Susan Saxe's case is her own ... .it [does not]
belong to Lesbian-Feminist Amerika ... Yes, I
see Saxe and her defenders as oppressing me,
and anyone who shares my beliefs, by grandiosely including all lesbian-feminists in their often
violent method of changing the system. Allow
me self-determination. SPEAK FOR YOURSELF, Susan Saxe." [Emphasis my own.] .
To Jan - Right on sister! I couldn't have said
it better myself.
I also see it damaging that more gay men
haven't taken a stance in this matter. Ms. Saxe's
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SAXE-MATLOVICH-MORALIT
was no surprise.
Susan Saxe was an antiwar activist at
Brandeis in May, 1970, when Brandeis
was the national center for the student
strike after Kent State and Cambodia.
True, she and Katherine. Ann Power
were manipulated by several males
(esp. Stanley Bond, who thought he
was The Revolution), and the Brighton
. bank robbery and the killing of Officer
Schroeder were hardly feminist or
revolutionary actions. Nevertheless, I
give Saxe, like Matlovich, my qualified
support. By the political nature of her
crime and her subsequent lesbian
activities, she has received especially
vindictive treatment, considering that
she has remained out of trouble since

1970.

By John Kyper
Unlike David Brill, I am glad that
the morality of gays in the Armed
Forces is finally being debated in an
intelligent manner. Until now, the only
discussion I have seen on the is.sue was
a pair of poorly written, pseudoMarxist letters in GCN.
Linking the issues of Leonard Matlovich and Susan Saxe• is as good a
starting point as any: Like most of the
founders of Boston's Gay Liberation
Front in early 1970, I had come out of
the antiwar movement and into gay lib.
. My absolute opposition to the Vietnam
war led me to demonstrations, conscientious objection, and arrest. Kent
State only confirmed what I already
knew about the "freedom" of a society
whose war had come home. Watergate

The fact of her being underground
for five years has inspired the FBI to
undertake a massive, illegal invasion of
the feminist, lesbian, and gay movements, including the harassment and
arrest of innocent individuals. When it
is finished, I would not be surprised to
learn that the FBI has gone so far as to
investigate perfectly legal activities,
like lobbying for legislative change.
I support Susan Saxe, most importantly, because her desperation over an
unendinf war was not unlike my own.
Along with the Weatherpeople and
others, she was the tip of the iceberg of
discontent of an overwhelmingly nonviolent antiwar movement, who experienced untold rage toward a criminal
president who postured for "peace"
while inflicting upo·n Indochina the
most merciless bombardment in human

history. I hope that like Karl Armstrong (who bombed the Army-Math
Center at the University of Wisconsin
one month before the bank robbery)
Saxe will organize her defense around
the reality that the government must
also be put on trial for its criminal
behavior.
Needless to say, I had many misgivings about a gay hero who expresses,
without qualification, his love for the
Air Force. In a GCN interview, Matlovich insisted that he was just an electrician in Vietnam, changing lightbulbs
- even though he had been wounded
in action. Last fall a letter to GCN
captured the same point: '' I spent 20
years in the Marine Corps; I never
knowingly killed or oppressed anyone.
I had a job to do and I did it . . . Give
or take a few blood-thirsty and warmongering individuals who find the
military a convenient place to vent
their enthusiasm, the majority are
ordinary guys and gals doing ~ job that
they think needs doing." With sentiments like these, it is no wonder that
America after Indochina reminds me
of · Germany after Hitler: "/ had
nothing to do with all those atrocities;
somebody else did it." It's time we
stopped kidding ourselves about our
responsibility for the war crimes that
were .committed in our name.
For several years, gay vets have
attempted to link the issues of violence
and masculinity, through the gay
press and through the Vietnam Veterans Against the War. Their efforts

were ignored by a country that
couldn't have cared less. Now Matlovich becomes a Time magazine cover
story because he was a career· officer
who came out. We must not forget the
unknown number who were railroaded
out of the service with less than
honorable discharges for being gay (or
even the suspicion of homosexuality),
for drug habits they picked up b~cause
they couldn't deal with the atrocities
they were committing, or just for being
poor or Third World and refusing to
remain docile in the face of a racist,
imperialist war.
None of the foregoing comments are
meant to impugn Matlovich's courage
and dedication to coming out publicly.
But it is imperative that we question
just where we are going before we
accept Respectability as a substitute for
our attempts to change this diseased
society. The sellout isn't worth its
price.

Editor's Note: In an attempt to get our
readership more involved with the
paper, GCN is offering this space for
opinions, views or feelings on gay
issues. Articles submitted to us for this
space should be addressed to Forum,
c/0 GCN. The articles should be 500
words or less and whenever possible
they should be typewritten and double
spaced. Although, GCN reserves the
right to edit all copy we will honestly
strive to edit for length not for contmt.
This is your column, say what you
want!
GCN, -January 17, 1976 • Page 5

NEW YORK REVELATIONS
By Tony Russo
NEW YORK - With the Democratic Convention rapidly approaching, plans are being made to insure gay
representation at the floor of the
convention. Long time gay activists
Jean O'Leary and Allen Roskoff are
planning to run as Birch Bayh delegtes in two districts in Manhattan in
the upcoming primary. O'Leary will
run as Bayh delegate in West Side's
District 20 and Roskoff will represent
Bayh in East Side's District 18.
Although their election is yet uncertain, with proper campaigning among
Democrats, O'Leary and Roskoff
stand a good chance at winning. After
nominations, both candidates must
present their views and reasons for
candidacy to the New York Democratic
Committee meeting. All registered ·
Democrats present at the meeting will
be able to vote. Insuring that registered
Democrats supporting O'Leary and
Roskoff are present at this meeting will
certainly help their election.
The critical question needed to be
addressed by the Bayh delegates is:
"Can a gay voter trust the original
sponsor of the Senate S-1 Bill?"

,
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MANCHESTER

~VCCA1E
"Despite a few pockets of public
activity, the basic observation any
objective person must make is that the
movement for gay civil rights and the _
action towards gay community building has changed greatly. Almost everything of any significance is being done
behind the scenes by people who do not
wish 10 be known or exposed to harassment by other gay people, especially by
self-appointed gay leaders. As a result,
gay 'spokespe_o ple' are disconnected
from their constituency ...
''. . . gay people everywhere in the
Western World are demonstrating
more self-esteem, more pride. The
most obvious examples of this new
pride are the many new, well-lighted,
expensively decorated bars and clubs
that are rapidly replacing the dingy
toilets of old.
"At the same time one must be deaf
and blind not to notice that most gay
people actively dislike most of the
people speaking publicly on their
behalf ...
"They [the gay spokespeople] appear unemployable, unkempt, and
neurotic to the point of meglomania ...
"They [the 'silent majority' of gay
people] are rightly suspicious of the
endless bickering. It looks, tastes,
sounds, smells, and feels like jackals
fighting over carrion. They do not wish
to become the corpses over which so
many of our alleged leaders battle . . .
''Nevertheless, I believe that many
gay people would like to participate in
our exciting movement. They want
reassurance from those of us who are
veterans that they are wanted as they
are - closeted ... We must find ways
to keep the emotionally disturbed
members of our community out of
stage-center roles and on the counseling couches where they belong." Richard B. Goodstein, publisher of the
Advocate in ''Opening Space,'' The
Advocate, Jan. 14, 1976, p. 5.

Photo by Betty Lane

Would we be making the same mistake
that liberals made in supporting Rockefeller before his recent onrush of conservative legislation. Would conservatives support Rockefeller now? As an
uncommitted supporter of any candidate and as a firm opponent of a Senate
bill which would put controls on all
people in any way opposed to government actions, I feel questions regarding
the background of candidates are
important to ask. For candidates,
political opportunism usually only lasts
as long as their election. As a graduate
student in psychology it was always
impressed upon me that the best
predictor of future behavior is past
behavior. Although only a predictor,
upon our view of past behavior steadfastness and caution may be the best
answer. Optimists might disagree and
claim that one has to choose the best of
all possible worlds or the lesser of all
evils.
With campaigns now beginning,
issues must be brought to light and
debated. Questions need to be asked
and promises must be made. Only until
such actions are taken can we begin to
feel change .

UNION LEADER
"In another speech, he had warned
that women's liberation was · undermining the institution of motherhood.
In fact, he said, it was even worse than
that - feminism fostered prostitution
and led to homosexuality." A
description of a speech by Gov. James
Longley of Maine in an article about
Longley called "On the Job Training"
by Gerry Nadel in the Jan. 9 issue of

''The death of the 30-year-old grandson of the founder of what is now the
largest chain of newspapers in the
United States in his bachelor apartment on fashionable Rittenhouse Sq.
in Philadelphia, seems to once agaih
illustrate that sodomites are not 'gay'
or happy or safe people to have around

·New Times.

NEW HAMPSH_IRE
SUNDAY NEWS,
"On the night this reporter visited
this 'queer bar,' in company with two
other persons, the juke box was
blaring, 'Honey, you can't hide those
lying eyes.' A male homosexual, effeminately dressed, was sitting at a table
with a youth dressed in work clothes;-The youth at first attempted to move
away from the advances of the man he
was sitting with, but after a few drinks
he permitted the man to place a hand
upon his leg and then accepted a kiss.
A few minutes later the two males
walked out of the bar arm-in-arm.
''The scene was described by one of
the reporter's companions as a 'stomach-turning spectacle.'
''In a later conversation with a male
homosexual at the bar, the incident
was dismissed with a smile and the
words, 'The kid will probably have the
best "trip" of his life.'
' 'The homosexual wouJdn 't accept
the idea the youth was 'straight'." from an article by R. Warren Pease
called ''New Hampshire Homosexuals
Now More Open in Their Activities'' in
The New Hampshire Sunday News of
Nov. 23, 1975.

"Once again, we see that sodomites
are not just interested in doing 'their
own thing.' · They try to corrupt and
demoralize other people. In addition to
that, the very thinking that brings
about this aberration twists their personality and makes them extremely
dangerous.
''These diseased people should be
isolated from contact with the rest of
society and should be gi_ven medical
and psychological treatment - and
only then allowed to freely associate
with normal people." - from a recent
editorial called "Those Not-So-Safe
Sodomites" in The Manchester Union

"The former Air Force sergea_nt . : .
has turned his misfortune into a crusade . . . Who has he found to be
unsympathetic to his cause? 'Besides
the Air Force, there's Senator Jackson'
... his most sympathetic backers in the
services have been blacks .. . Matlovich sometimes takes a nostalgic look
in one of his real closets. 'All my uniforms are hanging up,' he says. 'I'd go
back in a second'." - From a People
Magazine profile listing Leonard Matlovich as one of the "25 Most
Intriguing People of 197 5."
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"The onus was off poetry. Poets
weren't fags. Poems were not the frilly
lace of girls' dreams. The poems were
as real as the car chases Franklin
Zawacki read about from his '50s
novel, or former Brown teacher Jon
Woodson's dog peeing on the plastic
tree in his poem · about Saturday
morning in Washington, D.C." from "Let 'em Read· Pulp," an article
by John Calvin in the Providence
Sunday Journal, Dec. 28, 1975.
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The above thermometer will weekly show GCN's progress
towards solvency in 1976. The main source of additional
income will be generated by a series of benefits which
began last month and will continue until January . You
can contribute simply by attending . II you are unable to
attend or wish to make a larger donation we are also
encouraging people to send contributions to:
SOLVENCY '76
GCN
22 BROMFIELD ST.
BOSTON, MASS. 02108

Help us make our dream a reality!
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Elaine Noble: One Busy Year ,

tastic experience." Colby is now called
Colby-Sawyer College and is coeducational.
"One of the biggest issues right now
is desegregation,'' she says. Working
with a group called the City Wide Education Coalition, she has labored for
integration of Boston's schools. She
feels not enough white people admit
that busing problems are racism and
desegregation.
In her first year, she co-sponsored 73
bills. Presently she's sponsoring about
25 bills.

their state rep. I have forty problems a
day."
As the first openly gay state legislator in the U.S., Noble says she
doesn't mind the lavender limelight. "I
don't see the gay publicity as negative."
She says she had no control over the
use of her photo in Time magazine's
recent article on gays, which many
denounced as homophobic. "The final
· editors were very uptight men. The
New England editor, a woman, had no
control over what the main editor did
to the piece.''

"One of the most substantial things
I've done this year was to organize an
. E.R.A. study committee with a $30,000
budget, after the ERA was defeated in
New York and New Jersey. It will be
important to provide the voters with
accurate information before the statewide referendum in 1976."
The study committee followed the
formation of the first women's caucqs
at the State House. Its membership
now includes all 14 female representatives and two senators, whose duties
are to examine the ERA and other
women's legislation.
Rep. Noble organized an auction at
Sporter's to raise money for toys for
disadvantaged children. She organized
a Thanksgiving dinner at the 1270 for
200 elderly people from all over
Boston.

This year she has worked for the
repeal of'Ch. 472 of the Mass. General
Laws, "lewd and lascivious crimes
against nature." Atty. General Francis
X. Bellotti testified for its repe·a1.
She introduced legislation to provide
equal rights for gay people which
passed in the House this year, and lost
by only a few votes in the Senate. The
other representatives were impressed
by her legal know-how. During debate
on her bill, she speculated that there
are secret homosexuals in the House.
When legislators tell her they've never
met one before, she says, "That's not
true, you know.''
This year, Rep. Noble worked on the
Education Committee, due to her
training as an educator. She holds a
Bachelors degree and two Masters degrees, including a Masters in Education
from Harvard.

Photo by Bonnie Unsworth

By Marcia Gray
"Rita loves the Manx kitten,"
Elaine Noble tells Ann, her blacksmith friend, on the telephone. With
her free hand she's signing correspondence, at her State House desk with. the
"Trust in God - she will provide"
sign over it.
''The kitten just got in my car over
there yesterday," she exclaims. "I
sneaked it in under my coat and told
Rita [Mae Brown] I had moveable cancer. My cats Baby Jesus and Frippy
huffed around, but Rita stayed up with
the kitten all night reading."

Rep. Noble's secretary and aides are
laughing. She radiates humor and high
energy. Winding up the phone call, she
says she goes horseback riding at Ann's
three mornings a week.
Praised by one State House lobbyist
as "the best freshman rep this year,
and probably one of the best in many

years," Noble (D-Back Bay/Fenway)
will run again in 1976. Her district, the
6th Suffolk, includes Fenway Park,
Boston University and Harvard Medic.al School. Her co1,1.stituents are students, blue collar workers, gays,
people of 24 different nationalities, 40
percent of them elderly.
Her community work won their
votes in November, and she is still
being accountable. Her office in the
Fen way doubles as a community center
which she organized and found funding for. Its services include job postings, food stamp applications and free
transportation for senior citizens.
She has worked for day car:e facilities and food co-ops as well, making
herself so accessible · that she works 12
hour days. ''There are a lot of crises,
prison, rape and immigration emergencies. People with problems come to

She taught at Emerson College for
five years and taught at Colby Junior
College in New Hampshire when it was
still all-female. She described it to N. Y.
Times writer John Kifner as "a fan-

She believes she sees a change in
some of the lawmakers' attitudes
toward gays since she took office.
"I've had people in leadership positions change their perspective," she
says.

Festival Orchestra of Boston
presents

Beethoven 1s "Choral Fantasy"
Pianist, David Deveau

Puccini's Opera "Le Villi"
Soloists, Elizabeth Phinney
Bruce Steveqson

•

Walter Boce
plus Chorus

THE GAY GUY'S GUIDE
227-0513

[For the Benefit of the Homophile Community Health Servi~e]

$5.00
Saturday, January 31
8pm

NEW ENGLAND LIFE HALL
225 Clarendon St., Boston

423-4340
BEST ALL
MALE SHOWS!

002

II

ADAM AND YVES"
plus: 11 DRIVE"

-------- ----11

FUN BUNS"

QCGJV 'Tic~ts
[617] 426-4469
22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108
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New Admission Policy
S1.00 Frid ay 8 Satu rda y
Sund ay - Thllrs day
NoCo ver .

aunTII 1m· ✓ ROOffl
a private barfor women only

Openi ng _Wedn esday , Janua ry 14
.,
9 p.m.
-

Enterta inment by
Liberty Standin g
Champa gne and
Cold Buffet

· JANU ARY 19

+

20

THIRD .RAIL

RICKI MERRE WETHE R

dj

BOST ON'S LARG EST GAY BAR
969 Common wealth Ave., Boston
_For Reservations, call 542-1550
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Lavender

Thuaab n-------- ---------- ---------- ----As we watked upstairs~ he said, "My
and it's too cold, so why don't I just
wife's away for the night and my
stay there anyway. ''
nephew might be coming over later on
His eyes sort of lit up with expectafor
tion and _lust. I felt a bit guilty
.,
giving him any reason to think I might
be interCiited in having sex with him,
but more than that I wanted a good
night• s sleep.
in silence untit TIC ,
w C drove
turned to me and asked, 4-'Do youha~c . ~ _
a _girtfriend?H
qNo;" I quickly stated.
"How come a nice looking guy like
.
yeu doesn't have a gidfriend~•
I had afl~ipated lhat QtB:Sti<>ft, ~
not with delight. Tt,,eJact that I'm ~Y ··
·c.tnrld 1,1ery ecWly have $00\ethlng to do
with my iack -0f a _girl" friend, but" I
aidN.'t foel ljke tieftiagbim that. He·hadbigh enough hepes of m ·s leeping t!l- -·
-gether. and if he knew I Wa6 gay he just ·mrght have expect-ed it. I decided to ·
beat around the bash.
"I just haven't met a girl that I've
W51nted that sort of relationship with,''
I an'Swered. How could I have been

Horizon
Niagara Falls is everything it's
supposed to be. As I stood by the
Canadian border hitchhiking a ride to
the other side, I saw no less than five
"Just Married" ca.rs. It was _w rt of like
watchtn£ a heterosexual. s,ride parade. l
also saw about 50 can lined up to see
the falls themsewes. As I -watched I
wondcr-.1 what they looked like before
the}' had been Americanized.
tut« a. while, l ,get a ride that took

-------------....

on

1

lie Bo_u glat the Hot Dog, But
I Wa . .~t on die Mena
-Forgot·
'
•

~ver _the boide!: -an,d .dQ.~n to the
-Q\leen~.s' .Highway 3, After a few
· · ": '· -'!l~s ;an ~nswe dooking car
0

me

._

...

f

anti·

:,,.,.

•
...
: · .~.- ·

. maybe ·he wou_kt bave1'J~.

a

··

•·

· · ..,,
ton~hi to -\J~ the gu~.st bw, so you'll · · ·. - • - • - • • • • - - • ,
. ·nave la -sl~e.p with rlle in ni)i bed.,,
.. ~""Et ... um .. ~ OK, 0 I told •hitn, . ,

, • ...
· .

· ···nDt bavuii .ilie su~ -~ say no, ... ·· :

on

to ,
lin'g .him l WfS
1 4.cons.idcred tel_
~im.,.. but I hekLnwself, back. tr ·tte
~-~- ~asn't,rying to--~ ~--~pass at-mefike·. ~ '.
I-was so swe jJ-e ~...it could httve been ·
very ' ~arrasmg, ·-so I didn't say ·

•.
•

.

tim~~

to'flW..

>

I

"

..

•

·,pulled gp, next to -~ ~ th£e♦ myself in
,aml'gr~ the-driver; achooby fdkaw • · ·- ·, ··
~b9ut §0. He rttur;led my greeting witb ; ;· •

Harpold\trx-ish lmile. All he bad to '
-_.. do was ~ -~•Hi,,; 'od i ~ he was
1J(Jh\g ,w ~ e ~ '"'-p115a at ...me . ." Wben
you've been on the l'Oad as long ag I 1
· have, sometimes Yf:1ll can'lelf just by .
the ·way the driver looks at you. This
was ·:<me of tho.s~
,ff.e st.a.rted drivi~.and'bejan t.o :talk

wild with arousal, but all the pictures
did was drive me wilJi with indiff.ercnce.
"Pretty good, huh?" be asked me.
"Adorable," I said a,I handed them
back to him.
He got up to-turnouti'tle lights and I
turned m}' back to hm side of the bed
and tried to ~ to sl~ before he got
back into it. The lights wmt out and h~
got jnto the bed. He ¥lain"t too close to
me at first, bwt he smttd to inch his
way over to me. So I ilict,cd -my way
over away from him. "lie followed me-.t · ,
bit more, and '·l m~ over mH ·
f t.½J:ther. It Wa6 like kitth Buzzi and
·.Arnie Johnson on l".a•ln. And, us
R.utk Buzzi so often TllJl out of park
b~ch to move ovw -to; I ran out of
bed. Soon he was practically on top of
me. He put his arm around my waist.
"Dan't do that," I ~id as s,(easandy
as possible, " Pm liable to thini< you're
making a pass at me."
"Sorry," he said, .and moved away
from me.
A lot of time and ener.gy was waited
that night. I ~ent atl night trying to .
figure out what to do and he spent all
night making a pass at• me. He was
disappointed, and I was left feeling
uncomfortable. If we. both had been
honest, things might 9ave been more
satisfying all around.
When I thought he wai interested,
.; ..for instance, I shookl .have told him J ' . ·
told him I ~e:sn',t .
thought be was
inta-ested. I wou}d ~vc fe1t m»~h
1'etter -about the wh~ thi~ an,d

· : _anyttung. .

··

..

:·

·

. ~y ~ time we wae _in his bedroom
''Wirete art: you going?'".
~e w~s turni~~.n the T,V set . .This
..and
-:·
.
.hlm,
i,tifvrrned
J
.
"
"Mi~higa.n,•
· , ~id.n 'i strike me !\:i the greate~ met~O<l .
· H~ stadcd 1'!"18~lll•·~'l!t½J .nDt q,,ite
: .. in the world . for making a pass at
going that.Jar,' but l'U tab_ y0-n as far
"3 own .
<)a.C 1
' someonel but to,•
•
•
:
.as I'tn Join~~ .n ' - :
. - MiiCh to my •reiW, it w~s .dcnmle . , )
."Well, anythina , is better than
beet_. J _quickly slipped intQ .it and said. .
.
stMcling out in th¢ col~.•~
1
tired/" ''· •
"Boy,
HJt is kind of chill¥ for :an August . ~ ~
He took the hint•nd shut off the ~.
·
·
·
night."
He was aboll1 to sh~·off~ lilht w,ken '~
Th.~ more we talked, ·the more &ure 1
b~ decided to .get. ~6methinj~ Ollt flf
was that .be -w~ pr~ition ipe · :
. :drawer he p.ulie,!'· "it · t ~ itniuilla · ·1
· · 1,
dit.
~ore the .night w.
· ':
.. .
.. ·· · •· •
~op~;
· · 'i._Jbw ynu ·h ad -'itnytla.wg to eat~ -J -~ -. .• • • • • • • • • • · ~ ··-~
..Take .atookaflliis;";iacwd as'he 1 ~~--::'fOkr~•-hc~ci . . ,,.. ___ .
. .
. ·.'l:'pallcd:somcthihgbutofi.t;a nclhandett "-•.- - '.~
'"
- this ·motnini.,,, · rtotd
.. ·:-:·~- . - ~-~
.. - '
"
' . .
; 1tt,Jme._
..
.·
~.
_.;;,_
.•
-·~:_
;,,.
,,
:·,
:.'
.
.
.-.'·:,r,_.....~ . •'

a

rm

!.

.a :,, ·

ae

. ·~ .: s ~ ~ ·. _

_. .:... . .-

doi
· : ..

· .... ~:{in~~~ ~ ~&~~and
... ' by. ' ..

·

.

.

.

--

.: . _ . . :_. _ · ·. · . ~· -tt·-w.as a ~ ~ -wbkie .Sxl.Os1e-siy. ·/ · - He.. ·on the·~ . .;~19.J\~e
; :~~~1
. ! •. St>M ~-wcr.e,M,:bti.house.. W-e Yl'et\l _ . ~~e :of an. -~~~-kil! ~ ~- -~t ·me now ~at wa,f Qn h\s mind.:::b, ·
''Wm.ild... I bew~gmy timt ,i f .
~ -: ~ . ··
.~Plitd .&0 . lMmv-il)'
'14tS -if~
A-' ·he · 'led a: ....__w» -. A.,.
like a - .~a.'U-,.
.5'af'Y'J'ltt • (\Hg
f
bel<l~a~~
••
_.. IJift,
.J;1l1
- ·
~ ~nn- ~
.,.
""ed

. : . ~· ·; ••w~~~ ~ . ~ -~
•
· Wou!4.
·. ... .. .·l:ibtte._.,_,
~ ,

....

·.

-

Ql'

near,.-=r:~~= ~ ~ ~~ ~ =~l~?."avt m~~f:ertreaB~ _: ,.~~~:::.:s~~=~~~ ~·
.

•"": }1Ve~b)~~~whi ch led
·· ·a,,~ oift' '()l .t Ja; gic.mi1tst_.ru! _Jrubhiesthotdogitan4s in:tlbt-ence-ud he
.. boug~t,ln! ~ -gr~"me..out-hot ;<loi- It
w~s-~ :-il $m'l'lf· an4 ~ kinds of
nasty _tlungs but after 'IWt ~mg all day
a bone woutdilave~d like a steak. I
downed ant,ther Ot\.C and · we drove
away•
''How lotlg do you think it'll take
you to get a ride tonight?"
"I don't know. Anywhere from ten
minutes to an hour/'
"Well look, why don't I &ive you my
phone number and if you get stuck
anywhere, you can give me a call and
stay at my place tonight."
Well, I was tired, and it was cold,
particularly since all I had on was a
pair of shorts and a T-shirt. I had no
desire to leave the warmth of this
man' s car, so I said "I'm really tired

. what~ .
· we.both "'oukl)iav~ ~
~~\Jllt~gm,ffl ~ drippahlewtl tQ_
. ~•WeuW. yQU -fib a driiil?-'-. Ile .
_got~n ··
;k.w.e
\
1
.~
je
J
on.
going
-··
ttoward.
•r.navdah1teibql$lthemoa
~ - ··
what he wan~ but-lls ~ s woul'd- · ·
·· f~Ncith&nb. tlon•tflkeihewt-e of . ,_"the ~nar.a, ~eting tlu t.Qtal
.·
1lloob.ol.. l wiH have a coke h~~.. " . ~ image, which was JQmewhert to lhe · ' : n•t ha,vc _gotten too hi'fth,
. Another point to ci)~jder is how h .
.
left -of nausea~in_g.
' Disappoint.e a. ~ ~ ~e one.
·_a fnen,d of 'fllllle/' he rold - would have affeeted ~ U 1. had bee,
-"'Would yo,ilite<e-~ shoiwtr?~'heterosexual. I-have man.y friends wth
· me.
.l:.ic; asked as I drank: my Coke.
are straight &Rd they -_aren't at. a
•tYou lucky thing, you,'' 1 replied.
·••Yes, 1 wtmki. 'I've been sweatifll •U
pltased by .guys who ttrake physic,
I handed him bad this 111astc-rp~
day and rm pr-etty fillhy."
,passes at them. It's that sort of pento:
an~ he replaced it in its e,nvelope. He
When l w.as thrnugi with my Coke
put it back inte the drawer and took ' that has given gay pee;)~ ~ne of it
be showed me .!O the shower. I .peeled
largest and most destr\lfflve images.
out a smaH box about the size of a deck
off my clothing and got in. l iot out
h _-can also prove fatal for the. ma
of cards. It w.as, in fact, a deck of
feeling refreshed and clean and ready
the pass. One of my fnend
makmg
pornographic
caTds, with remarkably
to face whatever phase came next in his
(before I enlightened him) was SL
pictures and cartoons, complete with
would-be seduction. At least I thowght
disturbed by a man who placed his
faggot jokes.
I was. When I left the bathroom I
hand on his leg that he took a screw
Now, I don't mind pornography if
found my host standing in front of the
off the dashboard and ramme<
driver
pretty
were
thes~
but
well,
it's dane
bar without a stitch of clothing. I had
it ~hrough the man's hand,_ whi;h h(
gross. I tried to look interested in them
expected something, but this was a
qmckly removed from my fnend s leg .
(something I haven't had to do since
little more than I was ready for.
Think about that if you ever feel the
8th grade) and wished they would go
"Ready to hit the sack?" he aslced
urge to make a pass at someone you
iway.
me.
pick up hitchhiking.
He was obviously trying to drive me
" Yeah. I'm exhauited. "

<>...
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·
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AD-al lntereour·se
Donn Holley is chairperson of the
Buffalo, N.Y., Mattachine Society's
Health Committee.

pleasure, but the anus and rectum are
not. I would argue that the person who
has the creativity and imagination to
find pleasure wherever it may be is a
By Donn Holley
far healthier -human being.
Gay male , sexual problems have
Roles associated with anal interalways been a sensitive issue. Too often
course are perhaps a more complex
men in gay culture reflect the attitudes
problem than guilt. These roles come
from both society and our personal exof the larger culture men are
supposed to know of such things. The
periences. Even defining roles creates a
problem - everyone has •different
truth is that sex is a learned experience,
an acquired skiff. Ignorance or discomassociations. Some roles I and other
men I've talked to associate _with anal
fort with sex should notJJe the object
intercourse are: aggressive/passive,
of ridicule, or even good natured
ma•l e/female, rapist/raped, dominant/
kidding. It is clear we must help
ourselves with our own sexual probsubmissive, etc. To further complicate
lems; there are few in "straight"
matters, these terms each have positive
society with the knowledge, skill or .
anct' negative associations, depending
on personal experiences. For example,
desire to help us.
one man I talked to was raped when he
Of the various forms of sex gay men
engage in, anal sex seems to create the
was very young; memories of that
greatest anxiety. In counseling gay
incident make it impossible for him to
men, in consciousness raising groups,
enjoy receiving anal intercourse. On
and in sex workshops I have particithe other hand, another man I talked
pated in, I have heard many men speak
to fantasized about rape, and associatabout difficulties they have with anal
ing rape and anal intercourse increased
sex. I have also had a great deal of
his pleasure. While the reality of rape
difficulty dealing with anal sex myself.
can be unpleasurable and frightening,
As I see it, these difficulties come from
the role or fantasy can have positive
two sources: from the feelings, guilt,
associations.
and role associations from within
Anal intercourse, more than any
ourselves and from "straight" culture;
other gay male sex act, can have male/
and from the physical problems infemale roles attached to it. Since
volved in anal sex. The mind/body
women are oppressed in our society, a
· split is an artificial one - almost all
man who chooses a "female" role is
sexual problems have elements of both,
doubly looked down upon. Many men
feel they will lose their masculinity,
but it is simpler to deal with in these
terms. In this article I'll deal with guilt,
and hence their self-respect, if they
role associations and feelings, as well
"submit" to anal intercourse. This is
as the physical problems and dangers
indeed an unfortunate effect (one of
of anal intercourse and how to
the many) of role expectations; not
overcome them.
only does this man rob himself of a
Guilt is a broad topic. Guilt can be
potential source of enjoyment, but it
associated with any pleasurable expertoo often leads him to look down on
ience, or it can be concentrated on one '
his partner who enjoys his "role."
or more specific acts, such as anal
Typical of the complexities of roles,
intercourse. When I first came out, I
men can prefer the "female," ''sub:
had an all pervasive Christian guilt
missive" role, and again for a variety
about anything pleasurable. As long as
of reasons. I, for example, resent the
I enjoyed myself, I felt guilty, but I was
male role. I disliked having to perform,
at least able to choose how I got off
having to be in control and be
indiscriminately; it was the enjoyment
responsible for any failures. When I
that produced my guilt rather than the
first came out I wanted to be fucked:
means to that end. More often,
that way the pressure was off; I could
however, a guilt "hierarchy" is set up.
lie back and enjoy myself. It. wasn't
While one form of sexual pleasure is
until later that I discovered that
perfectly acceptable, another may be
dominant/submissive, active/passive
considered perverse. "Straight" men
roles weren't always applicable. Feelmay draw the line at having sex with
ings of being in . control could pass
women, or only being blown; some gay
from one partner to the other and back
men I have known refuse to be kissed,
again, depending on mood, position
or only agree to oral sex or mutual
and personalities. Active/passive roles
masturbation. Often men refuse to be
seemed particularly invalid for me the "receiver" in anal intercourse.
the more I actively participated in sex,
Let me emphasize that guilt is
the more enjoyment I could get out of
seldom the only factor in deciding
it. It soon became important to me that
which sexual acts men will and will not
there were no passive participants.
participate in. Role considerations,
It is important to remember that
physical problems, even personal prefsome people choose roles to enhance
erence and taste are also involved.
their own enjoyment of sex. This is in
More than other forms of sex, anal sex
keeping with the imaginative, creative
must be learned. Gradually expanding
experience sex is. But the important
one's sexual horizons is part of coming
difference is choice: to be a prisoner of
out - anal sex is usually not the first . a role forced on you or even one you
sexual act most of us engage in. But
are unaware of is at best a limiting
guilt can have an important part in
experience. The only antidote is selfhow long it takes to be comfortable
awarness and acceptance. Choose your
with anal sex, and the degree to which
own roles, reject them entirely, or
one can enjoy it.
create new ones, but do what is best for
It if not surprising, in a culture that
yourself rather than listen to the
has frowned on pleasure in general,
dictates of society.
that finding new forms of pleasure
Guilt and role associations are
should be especially discouraged. Some
complex issues; they encompass many
would argue that the penis was
more aspects of sexuality than just anal
specifically designed for the purpose of
intercourse. I've attempted to show
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how they are associated with sexuality
and how they can limit our enjoyment
of anal sex. But they are far from the
only causes. Fear of physical damage,
ignorance of technique, and simply
learning how to relax can all effect
enjoyment of anal sex. Next I'll discuss
these problems, and suggest methods
of overcoming them.
I wish to speak to the uptight and/ or
inexperienced gay male who wishes to
have anal sex, and explain what he can
do to overcome his fears. There's
hardly any "marriage manuals" for
gay men, and straight doctors and
therapists simply don't understand.
We've· got to learn about our bodies
and teach each other. This article is a
beginning, an attempt to impart concrete, reliable information about our
bodies.
So you want to get fucked. It's really
as blatantly simple as that. Enjoying
anal sex is an acquired skill, something
that takes getting used to and learning
howto enjoy. It's not hard to learn it's just that too often the information
isn't available.
Probably the first requirement for
learning how to enjoy anal sex is a
patient, understal).ding and compassionate partner. A macho character
who's just interested in getting his
rocks off is going to be no help
whatsoever if you' re · at all uneasy
about anal sex. It's vitally important
for you to know you are in control you can say no at any point in the
game. After all, you suffer the consequences if something goes wrong.
Someone who is just learning about
anal sex needs an especially patient
partner who knows and respects your
need for control. The best partner
seems to be one who greatly enjoys
being fucked himself. He knows the
feelings and problems firsthand.
Before I talk about the sex act itself,
I'd like to say a bit about preparation. Some people feel it is necessary to
"douche" or have an enema before
having anal sex. I feel this is unnecessary, and enemas can become habitforming until they are needed for any
bowel movement. Commercial cleansing enema$ are especially harsh and
irritate the delicate membranes of the
rectum - that's how they work. If
possible, have a bowel movement
before you go out - it's much more
physiological, and obviously less harmful. Wash your anus thoroughly whenever you shower and after every bowel
movement. A word of warning: only
use soap on the outside - use clear
water to clean the area immediately
inside your anus. Soap is an irritant too
and can harm the anal walls.
Also, I'd like to say a word about
lubricants. Avoid spit, hair lotion,
soaps, hand or body lotion, cold
cream, or any such preparation. They
all have perfume or other irritants that
can weaken the anal walls or cause
alkaline burn, scar tissue or possibly
even a predisposition to cancer. Vaseline is also no good because it's too
thick and winds up creating more
friction rather than less. Good lubricants are KY or other clinical lubricating jellies, cooking oil, baby oil, even
unsalted margarine and olive oil, if you
like the smell. Always use plenty, and
don't be afraid to ask your partner to
pull out and add more if it gets a little

dry. You can never use too much, but'
using too little (or, worse yet, not using
anything) can ,seriously damage the
rectum.
O.K. So you've got an understanding partner, you're all prepared and
have the right lubricant within easy
reach. Now the most important thing
to do is to relax. And here's where your
understanding· partner comes in. Foreplay is very important to make the
novice really at ease. Both of you
should excite each other - play with
nipples, tongue each other, massage,
be creative. As it feels comfortable,
your partner should begin to direct
part of his attentions to your anus. If
you're into it, rimming (anal-oral contact) can be a great turn on for both of
you. If your partner plays with your
penis at the same time, you can begin
realizing that your anus is a sexual
organ, too. You should be aware of
how close you are to orgasm 'and have
your partner stop well before you reach
it. For most men, the anus seems to
tighten up after an orgasm, making sex
more difficult - and definitely less
fun. If having anal sex is at all difficult
for you, it's best if your partner comes
first.
As you become more and more
excited and your partner manipulates
your . anus, your sphincter muscles
should begin to relax. There are two
sets of muscles: one at the entrance to
the rectum and one about 5 or 6 inches
in. Both need to be relaxed. but only
the first set is voluntarily controlled.
At this point your partner should try
entry with a well lubricated finger. It's
very important for him not to apply
much pressure. He should gently,
slowly push after feeling the muscles
relax. Periodically he should stop to let
you get used to the feeling of his finger.
About three inches into the rectum
Uust about the length of your longest
finger) is the prostate gland. It is
between the wall of the rectum and
your penis - it's hard (especially when
you have an erection) and feels quite
different from the surrounding tissue.
If your partner massages it gently it can
turn you on and also relax your
sphincter muscles. The prostate enlarges and gets harder just before you
ejaculate, so your partner should be
aware and stop if he notices this.
Now you're both ready for anal sex.
There are many positions, each having
their advantages and disadvantages.
No one position is right for all couples
all the time. Which you prefer will
depend on your mood, your preferences, and possibly even the size and
shape of your partner's penis. Positions vary as far as ability to penetrate,
degree of control you have, and how
relaxed surrounding muscles can be.
For example, if you are on your
stomach, your partner c,an penetrate
deepest and buttock and leg mu'scles
can be relaxed, facilitating relaxation
of sphincter muscles, but the lack of
control can override any advantages.
How far into the rectum your partner
penetrates really doesn't effect enjoyment for most couples, but comfort,
ability to relax and control usually do.
Many people prefer to lay on their
backs, knees to their chest, with their
partner facing them (it often helps to
have a pillow under your hips to make
insertion easier). Many people feel they

t
t
t
t

AND
can have control yet still be relaxed in
this position. It's worth noting, here
that there is an almost 90 degree turn in
the colon about 4 or 5 inches in from
the anus. This position seems to make
it easier to make this turn for your
partner.

There are many other positions. If
you sit on your partner's penis while he
is on his back, you can have maximum
control. You may find, however, that
because you're using leg and buttock
muscles, you can't relax as much as in
other positions, but this is far from

universal. Another possibility is with
both partners kneeling, front to back.
For many this has a good balance
between control-and relaxation
When it comes right down to it, posi-:
tions really are a matter of preference
and to some -extent anatomy. Don't be

surprised if at some time you discover
your favorite position doesn't happen
to work with a particular partner. It
may just be that your-anatomies aren't
right for that particular position. It is
indeed rare that you can't find any
position that works.
Probably the two most important
things to remember are: (1) relax, and
(2) don't be afraid to say no. If it hurts,
try another position or other ways to
relax. If it still hurts, don't do it. Anal
· sex is quite safe as long as it doesn't
hurt. If it hurts, it might be doing
serious damage. Don't accept guilt
trips from 'partners who can't have
orgasms exactly the way they want.
They're missing a "good fuck" you're avoiding serious damage to
your rectum. Better to save your ass
than his libido!
Another short word in possible
problems. Anal gonorrhea is a real
possibility. Don't let anyone with a
discharge fuck you (or do anything
else, for that matter) and if you have
anal sex regularly, get checked for VD.

Rememeber to ask for an anal smear
for gonorrhea. There are no symptoms
in the majority of cases, but you may
have pus or mucus in the stool or mild
irritation with bowel movements. Tests
should be at 3 to 6 month intervals,
depending on how active you are.
Be aware of any changes in your
rectum or anus. Bleeding after anal sex
should especially be looked at by a
doctor. It may be (and usually is)
harmless - hemorrhoids, anal warts
(which should be treated) or superficial
tears in the lining of the rectum. But it
also may be more serious - larger
tears, for instance, can cause serious
problems if left untreated for a long
period of 't ime.
One truly harmless set of symptoms
you may have noticed is what has been
called "morning after syndrome" by
clinics that see many gay clients. As the
name implies, it usually happens after
sex. There is a tenderness, with perhaps
mild cramps in the lower abdomen and
a constant urge to urinate, regardless
of an empty or full bladder. It goes
away within 24 hours after having sex.
It happens that some muscles are
slightly strained, like having a charley
horse. If it doesn't go away within 24
hours, it could be a cause for concern,
but as long as it goes away, it's just a
remnant of an active night, and
nothing to worry about.
Probably what would most help gay
men is an extremely undetstanding and
knowledgeable doctor or proctologist
(specialist in rectal problems). If we
had doctors we could trust to have the
information we needed, we'd all
breathe a little easier. Understanding
proctologists do exist, but they're few
and far between. Don't be afraid to
seek a second opinion, and try to
separate moralizing and value judg
ments from sound advice.
Do all-these things, and I'm sure you
can have a richer, more satisfying se,
life - and your partner will, too. Sex,
after all, is an acquired skill. Anyonl
willing to learn, anyone wishing to
expand their horizons is bound to
benefit.
Photo

by Don C. Hanover III

(Reprinted with permission from Buff ato •s Fifth Freedom)
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Margaret Anderson By Bishop Mikhail Itkin, C.L. C.
Episcopus Primus-Community of the
Love of Christ [ Universal Christian
Gnostic Ek-Kl.esia: Syro-Chafdean
Tradition]

Oracle of the Arts

-

ment of Man at the Prieure, Fontain-

ner, published in that same volume,
tht. androgynous Spirit in our time Flanner says to Anderson, "In your
and particularly to Carpenter's Work
book: through your sensibilities and
as concerns sexuality and love.)
their weight you eSlablish the reoJIJy of
The tteet Willlam Cartos Williams
Jove as a fact. "
· found The Fiery FOlH'ltains of supreme
TJlat '•~ablish(iq) the reality of
interest. He describes it as the recCH'd of
Margaret Anderson first became
love as a fact""' ts$ indeed, a fair
"a flaming spirit that attacked ~nd
known as the founder, and wit-e her
summation of the Work in which
won many a fine victory for art .and the
lover Jane luap co-editor. of The
Ander~n was ep.gaged nuder the
good life."
Lit1Je Review. .Between 1914 and 1929,
teachlng -and inspiration --of ()eorgi
In one of the few ptiblished poems of
Th~ Little Review, .known
"the
tvanich <3urdj1eff. This "en.igmati~
her own, MargaI£t ARderson wrote:
magazine of the ~ts -read by tbci6e wb.o .
teacher,'' w]lo dearly fit tbe univet.sal
write the others,'-' was to_b ~ .the
. , -~d1etype of the "pric§t-phil9§0pher~"
"O preacher, bofy num, tlear my
first pubii~her of the work of .many
.t.wght the Work of the trans.formifli ·
-lle.ftt weeping;
·
w.riters who soo-sequently became fa.
uf Energies in accord with. the r.ecipro,-i tong m stanil and illnut •Y pro~:
mous. These iacluded-Jan'res .Joyce, T.
ca1 mamteaana of tfte univer»e ~ich- · WJltte ii your 9(JWff'! Jlll4 wlaue is
S. Eliot, Gertrude Stein, Ezr.a Pound,
,:,ould aid humanity -and ihe earth .in
your'fDefjSqe?
Djuna Barnes, Ernest ,ijemmgw.ay, t~e conscious aevelopment of harmon- · · · Where iti ttle GOil>el 6 f mercy a"d tove?
Wyndham Lewis, A. R. Orage and
ious being. This bas been called the
- YOtll' w«cls are m,tmogaasf .Mthinl· ..
Ford Maddox Ford.
Work of conscious ev~lution.
Rnsf nolbingneiS!
·
The opening chapters of Joyce's
This Work, which Gurdjieff drew
We who have come to liS t en are
Ulysses - now required reading -i n
from many ancient Eastern and Near
betrayed.
most English Literature classes - were
Eastern, Syro-Chaldean (Aisor) and
"S.e.rvanr of Goe, 1 am bitter. and
first published in Anderson and Heap's
other ChFistian Gnostic and Sufi Tradi•
desol,ate.
The Little Reyiew, until, .in Oc-tober
t-ions of _p sycho-spiritual develop!ll,eni,
What de I Caff fqr perfection of
l920, the editors were arrested for
is -called The Fourth Way.
phrase?
publishing so-called "obscene literaThis · term, The . Fourth Way, is
Cursed be your hmn@r, your ~ise,
ture." The "obscene literature 7 ' was,
intended to clearly differentiate this
yow- diction.
of course, Ulysses itself.
Work
harmonious development
See how my soul turns to ashes
It -has been jttStly said that no
from the incomplete (and, therefore,
within me.
,
American magazine has made so much
in-harm~ious) ways of separation
You who have vowed to dedare your
literary history as did The Little
from the-wodd. Those thr.ee ways ,are,
. Redeemer,
u
Review •in tho~ years: . , ·..
. broadly ~aking, ..that of the fikk.•.. ·. . Give me _.the wonls tJurt w,ould ~ve.
'
. In the COHCSC of a v-cry full tire. .
.. -whtcb·~mly utilizes _ph)'Si~ disc~ ' ~-- - ' ' • ·- . '
,: . r\nderson was 4ither fover or intimate
.tines; that -Qf the monk, wlMh pril)larA nd e;rwn, . i).-erself, _found thos-e ·. ·
lriend to tnany . of ·ilie truly great
il-y -u tili~ ~modOllat' djscJplinu; ,and · · -Mtor~s twat woold ~ve n'l the f'ooir.h . . )~
....... woimm of tp~ arts, •~fang Ja~e ··
_,t.b-Meorftbeyogt,_-w1;rlehprim.arilyutil,.·
Way,~or~~~.<Xtucedtothe We$t•by,_·. ·
,. ,: · Heap a the singer · M.tda~e Georgette
· 'iies .intetht-tnat ~:t.~ipUn~. ln contram:
Gun;l1icff:. .Uke ~ward -Ca.i;pg,ter
· Let,latu:"'(wh·, ,,had-eatlier
the wif~
1'> al~ these, ':Fhft _F()Urt/i Wafis-tht · .. ~~ore,h.er ~..she-rieal~f:(Bh,;Gafn~ ~s. · ·
: ~:, .of Maeterlinck), Solita Solano, Janet
• .,_
Way of psyrflo.spiritua1 Work w1li1e . · a S l ~~part of -~ ~~me of /4:0S~C · 1
· · Hanner (the ~Gene1' of The Ni'w
"
r~!)taktil)'g \ii dre ~ori'1 but t\oH» it. It ~- .. meanl.!1X a,nd·the-itn~g of~ijmati,cy ...
:, • ·Yod<~r), ~rotby Caruso '(wdter -and , thing 6/ i,et 1GayiiessJAA treats it as
is .a· Work . which · integrates · end ~ · -~ .coniCU>us -~ l ~ Of .our ·?wn ·.,.
~-·.:•··· widow· ef EnricQ Caruso), _Oglivana · ~impl~ .a nother m,rmal ~or -o f the
tr.an.~eild.s -_t¼le.,three w~s of, ~ara- · '·, .~.ogy-nous .·natwe ,m .0 ~eness- ~d .
•
W rigltt (writer.,.tt"acher of Fourth W ?-Y · . cosmos within her '!'eiY. ~raordinary
tion. ·It is d)e,. Work that die 13n()stks '-r~ipr~ a'lanrten~ :~ ltt 1-'woitth
•
: ; Wt,t~ · and · widow of · Frank Lloyd ; . , life:
.. ,
~: .
and ~~~ists and' Su.fis: -.oaU. '1le • ~· ,. '~o~--Oay ~~ ~o,are-~OiUS.ly . :· •
• . Wright).. Cara, Robinson .(plat)tst and :
'fhe three voluIJles· tif h~ .autobi9gMagn~m Opus, the Great W-of~ for the : ~Jotrg. ½bat ~~onn«tion
oon.. , ,._. c~er), .anti her fjnal companion.'
raphy were . recently · Npriot_ed by
transformation ;of ~nity and the ' ·~~ wmCA ~an flione -fJrl,ng .true · •
M~ni4ue. She remained dosel .ever
Horizon. Press (New · rock) a:nd, at_ world.
_·
.... ;fiberatwn cOtfid do far worse than-1.-0 . .
after lhclr first. meeting, "".ith Alic.e B.
toougb ,_they have already-gOne--OUt-of. This•W.ork, odni.roduccdto the West . ··:foU~wlhe ~amphn;>tMargare.t A~r• ..
, . · TolcJas bu.t, as sh~ 100.kei de;;lr in the
· -print, they <:~n be found without too
Geor,i lY.aI!ich Ourdjieff · after a
so~ n-l entermg \!Pon.that Work.which ·::
~·. · first ~olume o.fher·aµ.tobjo_graphy, My
much difflcnltY.: •.Asid~ from the'iuany . . ia-pse in Western consciousness goin,g
Aidom;:H.nxley dtS!(!ribeJ so w.eU ... when ··
~ " TNrty Years' ·war, ihe neve, 'lik~
issues of The Little R-evi~. he. oth'e r ' · · b&ck ,perhaps to A;D. 325, has had a . ~e says..
· -' ·
~ · GeJ~~~cle Stein arid, e\entu.aliy •-~ of
pub1ic-atiop~ include The Lillie Review
pcofound influence o~ many people in '~, "'' The~ is. 9liwar's oar1!1. °T,h,rl-1e1 . .'
t,1 , the_.,'e sstntjtl CQlltilCt with -stein -{who
Anthology (alSG Ou.t of t)l'mt) and Tite
our time, il1 numerous cases tnmsformme clloose . , ~ .
_..,,
wfu~e foe. tl)e . i>&ges ·ot 'f}ae little
Unknowable Gurdjjeff (recenlty _rein~ their lives. In both~ Pi~f fo'un- 'r ..-:Ttw I ~ art;ttw;innl Pr~n
/{eview) was _conUucted by ~ai,.e Heap. ·
ptinted 'by Samuer W'eiser Books, N-ew ·
tams tand, to some ·degree., the other way
" ·
· · · · · Ho~·:surprising,. then, it was to the
York, in both l}ardc.ov'.ef ind paper- · volumes of the , autobiojraphy) and ·. Cherislunl}y M telt1f ~ i~'lltd 6m
7
entlte. world of fhe arts tnat, under
back).
•
~ T-he Unknow~bl~ Gurdjieff, Margaret
,That inwanl fire~~ ~ pre..
~~ · .th9s~·-.cir.c:Umstances.,. when Mders.on
In ·his Foreword to The 1Jery FoJJJr~ r ~ n - -~ho was one of ''Mr. ·
cario 115 flame~ :
. .
..
:. 'balt ,to·.-teavt!"f.ra~c:e· f.or · th~ United
r«ins, the volume 0f'' ' ~ autobio,,g- .· GY'_~on'al stud~t1,. - ~eks to · ·Ki!tdl~ orq~\t-neatel:.· :·•~,
~~s fx>_
r a.'~y,~.al..Yeir· ~1Qd, ~ -· ,. ra.phy t ~ deals n\G5t~'~ .ouebb> ._'o r 't_''_ -e'J{p~.t~ _nal_lH'•-oHns mflueROe~h -. •_,The '~ o)le 01
~
· "' ·.Sbo\lt4.3P~ln~
asthc'gftn1lan of -- ~
three,vGlumew~h.Jter .mttUn'g · •. ~ oa her ~n _iife.,azw on ttm g,f .th.e . .._ w ~ ........ .11116e.:.-)' . ·,
t -~ ffer'_
,~ e-w-. ·FJitt ifd:ets;'Aulhur. or · with and traimng·irt· tbc.- Wotk
.:'~._Wlhwit--an4:fervot rrwMites,. .... fa~
- :· ';_"'"··~,- ., : ·- •.,.. ,.,,.<"·.
, , . . Boyho'bilwititlurd/ti/1:'0uNUJeffRe~ ': -~ho.s,pirittml dev~~ oI~ the . _ (tdn,'-hct'tntimal;e~"Of. G,K~~' - ~ ....ht ou111dl'l\y'itat.~f
,r
,,. ... • : •
-· : ·· I i ) ~.. ·-~~ .~ t t ~ ~ ....... •:harlttoniOus b.\lDl¥~-'U!tt1cr ~ · :.tr·~
.. .e.ud 'Of.~ tnor.t,inti•.~ :~'.: ... •
.
. · ··.
..
,
~d/ipf-'$.py__t'~ts ,4it.ef..,.and~_t• ·• · lt~ni_cii" Qlro~etf._ Oo~ Munwon : >pa~y -~atii! .~ ~ jtld~q • ~.,,.,, An~~sori~s1'ftth ~tMt ,... t\llr« Pro-- ~ ,. · ·
f · Qay __1)oy_yJ Al11$tffl'~, •. -~~ was . iUl .' . wntcs in the Po~~td1
J924
· A. R_: Or,aie ·an# Pleter-·~ ~;Om- > ·.mdhtan.:.Wti'" ·,..,,,.ai;-~~d ~PMth · ,.
, ... ~l\appy slSSOOation that ' OO,ts · ha.p-.., . • ..Ma'tg•r-et J\&ldtj-son~$ ~~h for an ~-~--~1c1~ \()Uspemjcy, in-his,.tu~_.J_n hi6 : · :-weJ:·~!he ~kes·1JQ"t'Ci"Y~t'
r ., . pene4; ~-P.et~rs..p1ak~s :cleat . in Boy- ~- _ ·ubim~~le ·treedopi ~ ~ t beyond . : ft :rst ~ ~
-- ?:-!fJium O-f'$~ttm, ,. ·~: ~ks, it' is aWl_y fJ\tll!n Ur> us ~~anmd
hpr,lj'.'tf!it'h OurdJ/iff - f9r -~.t I'S the . tl)e ~ru. anq ffi~ -~
iOhnne tetts
'ckvotc! ~ -:di~ tb ~
of • ~i~--Sl1it~ a,- \M' pmetlt 'com;fi-~ -· atmt, '~aN?;aret A,l\der50l'!,"'<licl fl.o('get . a ~ bet ,journey- -to • ~ -.-(;!d~.f~y
&hv•d"C-arpenter~
GaylJI.OJ'ft't ~ -· ,, .1'i.Qn_-of i,s~~tW :~ t .
• ~~~.h~ Stetn ~ did wlUt T~hls;
fbe,. ,(?1irre ~ treat fo4na
~ · - · ~,.
bleau, France.
IA the three Yolames of her autobiography - My Thirly Years• War,
The Fiery Founitlins .and The St/Ymge
Necessity, Anderron presents a pic~ure
of a group of remarkably conscious
no~nonsense human beings, many of
whom. herself included, haf>pened to
be Lesb~Rfl. Sbe oononstrates; dearly
thi .objective,randrogy/104'$. &ansciou.sand (a :lesson that today',; 'Gay
mituants - jnch.i.din...1 the ftlllhor of
this .article - and. pethaPJ -e-.,en th.is
newspaper .as all other patt.i ()f the Gay
media, should learn) mmce:r no big
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A Review by Don Shewey
In the midst of an outrageous,
heated argument the straight guest
furiously attacks his gay host. "You
have a persecution complex!" The
immediate response: "I have a compfox-.persecution.''
perWhile it's not particularly about
secutions or complexes, "The Haunted
Host,'' now playing at the New
Theater in Cambridge, is about wit,
manners, and gay love and life in
Greenwich Village. Robert Patrick
(author of "Kennedy's Children") has
written, at last, a play that explores gay
humor more--fully than ever before.
The premise: Jay Astor (Harvey
Fierstein), a writer of uncertain success, lives in a dumpy apartment on
Christopher Street; his platonic lover
Ed has recently committed suicide but
hangs around the apartment as a ghost
and converses with Jay. Evidently, Ed
had also been a writer, but a dreadful
one, so Jay devoted his energies to rewriting Ed's work ("The arrangement
gave him the illusion of being respected
and me the illusion of being desired")
and got nothing in return but a
poltergeist and several ·tons of useless
manuscripts. A phone call from Jay's
friend John ("affectionatel y" known
as Jowanda) precedes the arrival of a
visitor. named Frank (Perrin Ferris),
who is described as straight and a
terrible bore. Jay agrees to put him up
for the night, but when Frank appears
it turns out that he's not only a boring
heterosexual but the spitting image of
the dead lover Ed.
The ensuing two hours features an
energetic, unpredictable, and breath1
takingly hilario us confrontation that
will have you giggling for hours and
perhaps days. The gay vs. straight
confrontation has been dealt with
before in movies and plays ("P .S.
Your Cat Is Dead," ''Saturday Night
at the Baths," "Boys in the Band")
but never with the gay character in
control and never so free of defensiveness or homosexual guilt. Against all
odds, "The Haunted Host" thoroughly convinces us that I) Frank is indeed
straight, and 2) Jay is indeed not after
Frank's body. The lack of stereotypical
sexual overtones is only one of the
refreshing things about "The Haunted
Host."
The most refreshing thing, as mentioned above, is the play's delightful
non-stop humor. It's bitchy ("Don't
start anything you can't finish in
hell!"), ironic ("Don't think that every
homosexual wants to get his hands on
every handsome young boy just because a few million of us' do"),
epigrammatic (''Homosexuali ty cannot exist in a vacuum"), campy ("I
look across the street at the bakery and
all I see is buns - day-old buns"), and
witty ("I want to write about life!"
"It '11 sue."). The scene that begins
"Are you a homosexual?" (reply: "Do
I look like a homosexual?'') is so
healthy and hysterical it should be
added to Classic Scenes from World
Theater.
Lest you worry, yes, there is a plot, a
climax, a catharsis. Frank comes in
looking for advice on his writing and
walks out with his emotions aroused
and his consciousness raised (and, I
might add, his virginity intact). Jay, in
dealing with Frank as he should have
dealt with Ed, rids himself of the ghost
·
of unfulfilled love.
Harvey Fierstein puts in nothing less
than a bravura performance as the

host. Speaking in an obviouslydamaged rasping voice that consists of
equal parts Bette Davis and Moms
Mahley and utilizing enough gags
(verbal and visu~l) to fill fourteen
stand-up routines, Fierstein rarely lets
a minute go by without evoking a
laugh. His campy characterizatio n is
considerably worrisome at first because
he trots out every stereotyped stage
faggot mannerism in the book. But
because he frequently satirizes those
same mannerisms and because he also
displays the mannerisms of a neurotic
writer, a paranoid New Yorker, a
perpetual party-goer, a tacky actor, as
attentive cinema buff, a seasoned
martyr, a telephone addict, and a

comic timing that matches that of the
best 1930s screwball comedies.
Fierstein is just '1ls outrageous offstage as on. Asked where he got his
voice, Fierstein takes his cue. "You
want the real story or the phony story?
The phony story is that I got it in
Filene's basement. The real story is
that I was in a play called "Xircus, the
Private Life of Jesus Christ" and had
to do a five-page mon9logue over a
recording of Kate Smith singing "God
Bless America" played at top volume
over eight-foot speakers. The director
refused to turn down the volume,
and,'' leaning forward, he asserts in a
professional tone of voice, '' / wanted
every word heard." Besides having a

Harvey Fierstein as Jay in "The
Haunted Host" at The New Theatre
through January.

seriously_ and realistically onstage?
"They worry about whether it will
sell," hisses Fierstein. What can be
done about it? Ferris volunteers, "I
think gay plays will make more
progress than having gay characters in
straight plays." "You'll really know
when the theatre is liberated,'' injects
Fierstein, "when I can play women·
onstage." Yes, Robert Patrick has
written a number of gay plays and we
can expect to see more soon. Yes, the
play will run through the end of
January at the New Theater with the
possibility of an extension.
With Robert Patrick's "The Haunted Host" as an example, undoubtedly
gay plays are the answer to unrealistic
stage portrayals of homosexuals. If
you're committed to supporting good
gay theatre, make "The Haunted
Host" a hit. As a special bonus, the
New Theater is offering half-price
tickets to lovers. (If you don't have a
lover, go with a friend - don't think
you'll be questioned.) Say "we're
lovers" at the box office.

+

Playwright Robert Patrick ("Kennedy's Children," "The Haunted Host")
remembers when he first did the "Host" in 1964. "I had to play Jay because no
actor wanted to play a homosexual," he told GCN. He was thrilled with the
reviews, plans to be very busy writing a new play for Chicago's Drama Shelter.
"The 'Host'," he said, "is not a play about homosexuality. You cannot write
about that. Try to think of a specifically homosexual act, one that involves
character, not just st_icking things in things. The play is about people and
relationships.''
Photo by Don C. Hanover III

casual chain smoker, his characterization goes far beyond any stereotype.
- Perrin Ferris succeeds in his equally
demanding task of maintaining some
semblance of presence while sharing
the stage with a chronic upstager. His
convincing portrayal of a straight (I
never thought I would eve_r have to
write that) is no mean feat, given the
unshakeable suspicions aimed at any
attractive young man (particularly one
who bears a strong resemblance to Jeff
Bridges). In their vigorous verbal exchanges, Fierstein and Ferris achieve a

diverse assemblage of credits to his
name (including the films 'The Happy
Hooker" and "Dog Day Afternoon,"
Fierstein also writes plays. His latest:
"Cannibal Woman, or She Eats It
Raw."
Sitting backstage being regaled by
accounts of previous shows by Fierstein, Ferris, and director Neil Flanagan could cause a less determined
reporter to throw up his notes in
despair, but I persevered in hopes of
getting a little coherent copy. Why are
playwrights afraid of presenting gays

+

+

Passing
THEATRE NOTES:
through: "Raisin" proves just how
much spectacular singing and dancing
can compensate for a dated script, and
"A Matter of Gravity" proves that not
even the incomparable Katherine Hepburn can compensate for the worst gay
characterization s in recent memory ...
Currently running and highly recommended: "Gulliver's Travels," in
which the Cambridge Ensemble once
again establishes that they have the
best ensemble actors in town ... and,
since everyone else is doing it, the GCN
Yays and Boos in Theater. Standing
ovations to "Kennedy's Children"
(Wilbur), "Sizwe Banzi Is Dead/The
Island" (Charles Playhouse), "Equus"
(Wilbur), and "Diamond Studs"
(Charles Playhouse). Hisses and boos
to "The Red Devil Battery Sign" (Shubert), "Pacific Overtures" (Shubert),
"A Matter of Gravity" (Colonial), and
"Bad Habits" (Picadilly Square Theatre Co.). Best local acting: Frank
Licato (Cambridge Ensemble), Susan
Palmer-Persen (Boston Rep), . Bushra
(Tania Collective). Best touring company acting: Elizabeth Ashley ("Skin
of Our Teeth"), Joni Kani ("Sizwe
Banzi/The Island"), Shirley Knight
and Kaiulani Lee (' 'Kennedy's Children"), and Katherine Hepburn (" A
Matter of Gravity").
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ByD'Ananda--------------------------------------------------•

Rael Lamb with his usual comic strip
approach to a concert created a visual
spectacle at the Charles Street Meeting
House the end of last month. Rael
premiered a wonderful new jazz piece,
fast paced with a blurry partnering
section that builds into a soaring
cha-cha. With it he also premiered
Marlene Carroll as the leading female
soloist of Dance for the New World.
Marlene gets to lip-synch her way from
an unknown dancer to the stunning
star in front of the high stepping
chorus line a la McKechnie. The last
section,, a dynamic but near tacky
group cha-cha with a good deal of
arbitrarily held arins, was at one time a
disco piece called "Bananas," danced
to "Brazil," once again a comic strip
Raelism. Expanded with this new
music from Chorus Line it seems like a
jewel in its proper setting, and Marlene
is the jewel within the jewel.
Also premiered was Jerry Puciato's
"Circus Parade" which The Phoenix
went so far ~s to describe as populated
with "a clown, a chorus girl (I think
Jerry calls her the harlot), a baton
twirler (a male), a horse, some peasants, and some homosexuals." I
wonder if one of them was Johnny
Seitz, mime ingenieux, who finds
himself running from a gigantic ogre
mask somehow pulling him into a
deadly abyss. While that is not overtly
gay, Jerry and Rael perform a section
that evokes the warm flowing and
joining of energies as well as the
edge-like tensions resolved in a close
physical touching found in a gay male
relationship. The exciting lifts and
carries reminded me how rare it is to
see two men do any real partnering.
Jerry's work has more a breadth and
richness of intent, the long; cleverly
intertwined piece achieves a camp
feeling of the sublimely ridiculous.
"Circus Parade" is -a pure way to say,
"Don't take things so seriously." It
ends _with a gossamer solo by Lynne
Elze, helium balloons tied to her limbs
and waist. Lynne captures the illusion
of flying perfectly, of being perfectly
above it all.
Rael's work is flashier and stronger,
both physically and technically. "Butterfly," the company's signature piece,
conveys a series of images that pitch
colorfully clad dancers through butterfly cycles and insect dartings across
space. It is an elaborate ballet dependent on a subtle sense of timing as it is
set to a beatless electronic piece by
Morton Subotnik.

CHAPS

I

~'Butterfly'~ brings across the positive nature of Rael's choreography. He
gives female dancers forceful movement which compares with the strength
and physicality of the men. The fight
sequence, usually done with two men,
has Marlene tumbling around, being
thrown over, and · chasing down Rael
until he expires, and she rises triumphant over his prostrate form. Marlene
makes it a mesmerizing duet with
focused intent; she flies through split
second lifts and jumps onto Rael,
deflecting all his energy until he is
exhausted. Then she strikes him down.
In "Butterfly" we also see Jaquie
Miyahara and Lynne perform its finest
phrases with their crisp technique and
ariel grace. I love Jaquie's faint smile
as she comes out of a solo into a swift
series of pique turns to strike front/
blackout. Jaquie, company ballet mistress, gets to show off her ballet training
in "Scheherazade," a duet with Rael.
It is incorporated, not to its advantage,
into "Circus Parade." She cleanly flies
through folfette turns and arabesques
with double beats, and does some of
the most interesting lifts I've seen in
Boston.
The most visible aspect of the company is the range of its repertoire and.
the capabilities of the dancers to glide
into each style and make it their own:
from the high technical demands of
"Butterfly," to the fast paced jitterbugging of "La Perfectly Swell,"
Rael's Bicentennial moment, which
brings back the dance styles of the
forties and fifties. It includes a Rogers/
Astaire duet which seems an hysterical
version of Superfly meets Mary Martin. The company has gone through
many changes, and at present along
with Lynne, Marlene, Jaquie and Jerry
includes Judy Conners, Maurice
White, Karen Kernan, and · George
Masters. They are a strong bunch who
on one hand seem to need choreography with more depth and subst,mce
geared to their specific capabilities,
and on the other hand seem not to have
the technique Rael would lik~. Rael
must resolve this conflict between the
choreography he wishes to create and
the people he has to work with. Rael has

Jacquie Miyahara and Rael Lamb tersely tango in "La Perfectly Swell."
Photo by Len Barlow

one thing going for him sure fire: an
unerring sense of what an audience will
lik~ especially seen in his idea to end
the performance with a disco-tape for
the audience to let loose and dance
themselves.

FINANCIAL
SERVICES
FOR GAYS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax Accounting
Complete Line of Insurance
Pension Plans
Tax Shelters
Individual Retirement Accounts
Profit Sharing
Estate Planning
Employee Benefit Plans

CALL FOR '76 AUTO INSURANCE NOW!

Bill Connaughton (617) 298-7070

GEM.ELLI'S RESTAURANT
ITALIAN CUISINE

denim bar

next door to Styx
Tel. 266-7778

23 Jersey St.1 Boston
(Right around the corner from the 1270 Club, Dir~ctly across from Fenway Park.)

FINE LIQUORS AND WINES

Reservations a·c cepted

247-3353

Monday thru Friday I I :30_-10 p.m.
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PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL
Donald P. Williams
Registered Electrologist
41.9 Boylston St.
Bost~n Suite 607

M"r-8180
~VI

_

Save·this Ad/or 10% Co,J,rtesy Discount
for rep,,irs

onir

LESTER'S T. V.
TV-Radio-Phonos-Hifi-Color
Expert Repair & New T. V.s & Stereos - at
lowest prices ANYWHERE! We also buy and
sell used T. V.s. Outside antenna installation a
special!Y· Mass. Tech. Lie. 981.
'Old fashioned service at an honest price!
Free Pickup and Delivery

15 Revere St., Beacon Hill, Boston
Tel. 523-2187

GAYELLOW
PAGES
The U.S.A. and CANADA Classified
Dir,ctory_for Aware Gay People

pool table

16 Blagden St., Boston

Dance for the New World will be
performing next at the Massachusetts
College of Art on the 22d, 23d and
24th of January. The Training Center
is located at 551 Tremont St., Boston
Center for the Arts.

includes over 4000 organizations, bars, baths,
churches, businesses and publications - and
much more. Current edition $5 (outside North
America $7: international money orders only,
please) or send stamp and state over 21 for more
details to RENAISSANCE HOUSE, Box 292
Dept. GP, VILLAGE STA., NYC NY 10014.

Talking Politics
By DA VID P. BRILL
An impartial judicial system, guaranteed to all accused citizens under the
Sixth Amendment, is constantly threatened by pre-trial publicity, which is
constitutionally protected under the
.First Amendment's freedom-of-thepress provisions. One of the major
issues that will face the Supreme Court
-tais year will be-how~te-satisfy both -of
these constitutional demands.
The Court will hear an appeal of a
lower-court order placing a "gag" on
the Nebraska .press in a well-known
multiple murder case. Newspaper publishers across the country are banding
\ogether to fight the order, arguing quite correctly - that any infringement on their right to publish whatever
they choose is chipping away at their
hitherto sacrosanct mission.

w

In the Susan Saxe trial in Boston,
there was quite a deal of consternation among newspaper executives when
Suffolk Superior Court Justice Walter
McLaughlin issued his "guidelines"
for press coverage of the Saxe case. A
representative of the Boston Globe
wrote McLaughlin advising him that
his- newspaper does not----consider the
"Guidelines" to be a court order, and
if they were, that the newspaper would
challenge them.
The press must be favored in these
circumstances. An eventual dismantling of the free press, the inevitable
result of judicial tinkering with the
newspaper business, would be far more
dangerous to defendants, prosecutors,
and the public than whatever publicity
the local media can produce. Further-

Nostalgia buffs got an earful at Louis XIV concert facilities last week when Little
Richard rock and rolled it up. The Tutti-fruitti king will be fondly remembered as
the outrageous dresser of the fifties, a queen's delight. Little Richard was glad to
see that GCN came to interview him. "I'm not gay, but I know the way. We're all
flowers in God's bouquet," he said. He and co-star Candy Hunter are publicizing
their new albums with this tour. Candy is a beautiful man. Watch for his "I Saw
What You Did" album, to· be released this month.

rThe most comprehensive and accurate1
of its kind, prepared by those who know
gay New England best . . . gay New
Englanders.

Fair Trial and FreecloDl
of the Press
Advocate, an Amherst-based news-

more, even a silencing of the media,
closed-door trial, dislocated trial, or
even secret arrest does not always
guarantee impartiality.
For example, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court last year overturned the convictions of two Berkshire
County men charged in a criminal case,
because of the insuiti:rrg ethnic remarks
hurled their way by two assistant
district attorneys, who characterized
the Halo-Americans as "Sacco and
Vanzetti types." In overturning their
convictions, the court charged the
prosecution with "making an appeal to
popular ethnic stereotypes beyond acceptable limits." The Jewish Advocate,
whose publisher, Dr. Louis Brin, is one
of the nation's leading proponents of
correctional reform, called for the
resignation of the two prosecutors in
an editorial.
From another angle, there is a growing movement to "affirmative action"
in the jury-selection system, whereby
deliberate efforts at attracting minority-group members are made. This '
problem came best into focus during
the trial of Dr. Kenneth Edlin last year,
as many observers thought it unfair
that a Black physician should be tried
by ari all-white jury. It is fitting that
this trial occurred in Boston, since
Boston is probably the most ethnicallyoriented (i.e., Irish vs. Italian vs.
Yankee vs. Jewish ad infinitum) city in
the country.
The problem with this argument is
that it assumes that an all-white jury is
inherently incapable of acquitting a
-Black defendant. In such predominantly Black jurisdictions like the District
of Columbia, the same standpoint
could be raised if a white person were
to be tried by an all-Black jury.
In the Nov. 26 issue of the Valley

paper, Eric Benjamin writes an excellent analysis entitled '' A Jury of His
Peers - Guilty Until Proven Innocent" about the plight of a Black man
serving three-to-five years on an armed
robbery conviction, under highly suspect circumstances. "You look at the
jury," complains Rober1 Earl Brown,
"and there's nobody there your age.
none of your peers ... and you wonder
if they just heard what they wanted and blotted out the rest." (Incidentally, this newspaper ran a telling interview with Rep, Jim Collins of Amherst, a sponsor of Bay State gay rights
bills for the last three years, in the same
issue.)
It's a complicated question, to be
sure, and one in which efforts at
resolution may create more problems
than they solve. One possible solution
would be a "safety-in-numbers" jury
system, one in which, like in Biblical_
times, juries as large as sixty persons
would be convened to try "fellow citizens." This admittedly would be an
expensive and perhaps clumsy system
today, but it would increase fairness,
since ethnic characterizations or pretrial publicity are less likely to affect
sixty persons in the same degree or
manner than they affect twelve jurors
or one judge.
Sometimes I wonder if this can't be
carried too far. There have been bills
filed in a half-dozen states, as well as
some in Congress, to allow juveniles
charged in criminal actions to be tried
by a juvenile jury. The thought of a
collection of twelve nine-year-olds deciding the fate of a "brother" fourth
grader seems as biased in favor of the
defendant as an all-straight jury seems
·
prejudiced against a gay one.
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The 1976 edition, A Gay Person's Guide to New England. Available at
$3. 75 from ·finer bookstores, gay bars, baths, and organizations throughout
New England and the world. By mail, $4.00 postpaid from: GPG, Dept.
DA-2, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108. Copies sent in plain brown
envelope. Make cheque payable to "GCN."
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GAY EPISCOPAL FORUM
701 ORANGE STREET, NO.6, FOIT VALLEY, GEORGIA 31030
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Tbe Vieu, ,:Rom f-he Closet
DEGHETTOIZING

Christmas night. The quiet born of
exhaustion, eggnog, and inner peace.
My lover, nearby, relaxes after a good
holiday with his family. Tchaikowsky's
"Nutcracker" with the Ballet West ahd
the Utah Symphony glows colorfully
on Channel 2 (appealing close-ups of
the Sugar Plum Fairy's Cavalier). The
cat is zonked out on the carpet,
temporarily weary of purging the lower
two feet of the tree of its globes ·and
(Christmas trees are
tinsel.
Santas gift to kittens, after allt)
I have spent a good portion of the
day helping a church group not of my
religious persuasion serve Christmas
dinner for 65 or 70 old people wl}.o
have no place to go. It has been a
moving experience. Many are lame or
deaf or slipping into senility. Others
are still vigorous, and want to tell us all

about their grandchildren. Some are
just quietly living through another long
:iay. I set up tables and chairs, help put
out the food, and then retreat to the
sinks to wash the pots and utensils,
partly because I sometimes choose to
do that which others may find tedious
or unrewarding and partly because I
suddenly find the atmosphere painful.
The half-dozen or so volunteers are
all much younger than I, and include a
pleasant young man who has been
cooking since early morning and is not
yet weary with well-doing. I do not
know any of them and may never see
them again. Yet we work together as
fellow servants, warmed by our common purpose. After dinner we encourage our elderly guests to carry some
food home; the remainder (for donors
have been generous) is sent to the
parish and to a neighborhood center
for further distribution among the

By A. Nolder Gay

needy and forgotten. "God's food"
{as one volunteer described it) may not
be wasted.
There is some singing, the guests
drift off, we eat a bit ourselves and
clean up. The low sink over which my
longish frame has been painfully
draped yields the last pot. Booted and
gloved, scarved and earlapped, I
trudge down Boylston Street over icy
sidewalks and pick my way across the
unshoveled paths of the Public Garden, thinking "Dammit, we should
have been giving that dinner." And I
wonder if any of those we served that
afternoon might have suffered guilt
feelings over homosexual impulses all
their long lives.
The retiring President of DIGNITYBoston expressed my year:end concerns with beautiful succinctness in his
farewell message to members and
friends. _"One does not need DIGNITY" he wrote, "to feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, visit the sick and imprisoned, to console, to understand
and to pardon, to bring peace and to
champion justice." The acid test of gay
liberation generally, I think, is whether
it can increase ·our ability not to
become more im lassioned but to be
more compassior:ate. Insofar as gay
liberation does not lead gay people to
increasing sensitivity to the needs of
individual, real human beings, the
game (for such it is, otherwise) is
assuredly not worth the candle.
We have had some wise leadership in
~
these concerns. (Ironically enough, one
hears of them primarily through word
of mouth and in local neighborhood

newspapers, such as our excellent
Boston Ledger, rather than in ihe gay
press.) Here in Boston Rep. Elaine
Noble, the staff of the 1270, and the
Fengays seem to be variously working
out a gay community-neighborhood
support model in one of our problem
neighborhoods. There are doubtless
other community ventures of a similar
sort as yet unknown to me, in other.
cities and even in Boston.
My hope for 1976 is that increasingly
we will break out of the comparative
security of the gay ghetto and of thr
narrow circle of "movement issues'
and meet the broader community of
human needs wherever it is. In so do '. ng
we will gradually expand the concepr
of gay pride to include not only the
way we feel about ourselves but also
the diverse ways in which we as gay
human beings may be distinguished as
lovers and helpers of the unfortunate
of every hue and description. As a
sharer in one of the great homoerotic
relationships of the Western tradition
wrote in his old age, in a letter to his
friends, "Beloved, let us love one
another: for love is of God; and every
one ·that loveth. is born of God, and
knoweth God." (I John 4, 7)

+

+

+

P.S. Just a word of thanks to those
who have written notes or sent cards at
this season, either to me personally or
to the GCN staff, proffering holiday
greetings, expressing appreciation for
what we are trying (not always too successfully) to do, and encouraging us to
cqntinue to grow'. Your good wishes
keep our hearts bright!
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ClRUSIN{j
PLUS

CROOKED ARRANGEMENT
PLUS

L.A. PLAYS ITSELF
PLUS

SEXTOOL
G[U:q;,11~\iU, ~tli~W.~ ~
Massachusetts and Huntington Avenues

262-3888
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Apartments
,,c~,.._..:.N•N.--M,Studio, South End, newly decorated,
w/w carpet, share bath, excellent location, very nice house, friendly people.
$125 mo. Call 266-1822,
une bdrm apt. w/w carpet, pvt . heat
control, small bldg w / good people .
Easy walk to Boston's best spots, easy
street pkging etc. Call Jay or . Greg
353-1958 .

Waiters, busboys, coatroom attendants
etc. wanted for 15 Lansdowne St.
discotheque. Apply in person, 9-5
daily.

, ..-~-a-c.-.c~.-.c . .

GAY MUSICIANS
Auditions are now being held for a Gay
Band. Now forming to play for gay
functions only. Must be able to travel
and work full time. Call Barron Music,
203-247-4142.

GAY SOCIETY OF ANGOLA
New Gay organization in Louisiana
prison, Anyone interested in helping
with support contact Anthony T. Smith,
GSOA, PMB-71437-CBA, Angola , LA
70712 .

Applications are presently being taken
for full time attendant position at
Boston's Club Bath, Club LaGrange.
Apply in person, 4 LaGrange St.,
Boston , 12 noon-3 p.m .

BLACK GAY MEN'S CAUCUS
Concerned brothers should write GCN
Box 9600 .

Job Wanted
WM 25 , coll. grad, good grades, masc
str app., unempl seeks work desp. Ref.
avail. All offers considered; suggestions a ppr. Write GCN , Box 531 .

Large Studio, semi-furnished, quite to
minutes to downtown. $150, includes
· heat, call Michael , 569-2900.

Organizations

Need neat , reliable person to work with
me in general housecleaning business.
Melrose area . Call Carl 662-6859 .

NAT'L GAY PRISONERS COALITION
would love to hear from any Gay
Brother or Sister who is interested in
helping liberate the Rights of Gay
Prisoners in Federal Prisons. Contact
Johnny Gibbs , #86976-132 , Box 1000,
U.S. Prison , Lewisbyrg, PA 17837
(Chairman of the National Gay Prisoners Coalition).
SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
Lesbian Mothers' National Defense
Fund, 2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle,
Wash . 98109 (206) 282-5798. Membership $5.00.

BOSTON BAIL PROJECT
Most people who are arrested are allowed bail. The rich can always pay. ·
KOSMIC LESBIAN BLUES
The poor often languish in dirty cells
Gutsy sapphic songs and freaky instrujust because they are.. poor. You can
mentals - almost almost all original help. Contact the Boston Bail Project ;
1 lesbian, 4 instruments, many styles . . 1151 Mass . Ave., Cambridge, Mass .
Reasonable rates. Call Margo, 232-4181
02138, or call (617) 491-1575.
M,.__H,>,_a,c,.....Hlllll9(....,
2 pm to 4 am, or write Margo GCN Box
1970.
PRISON MINISTRY IN A.I.
We are trying to contact gay men &
GOURMET RESTAURANT
Experienced typesetter, pasteup & laywomen in the Adult Correctional ISTI.
Best part of Boston, with entertainment
out man, now student , desires similar
We are seeking names of those
license. Ask $15,000. Write Bob .Cam,
position or office- work;' part time afterindividuals who would be interested in
Box 72, Cambridge 02140.
. noons. Call 296-4517 eves.
receiving correspondence from other
GF wants working situation with wogays. If you know of anyone, please
r - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - men in New England area. Have backcontact Connie DiCenzo, clo MCC
ground in printing press and newsProvidence, 63 Chapin Ave., Provipapers. Write GCN Box 470.
REAL ESTATE
dence, A.I. 02907.
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Carpentry, remodeling, repairs and
locks installed. Joan 617-864-1802.
Moving and hauling with pickup . Call
Lin 617-864-1802.

/excellent financing available)

1-----...:....----------~

I he Peoples t,;ollege of Law of The
National Lawyers Guild is a new 4-year
law school oriented toward 'those
usually excluded from the legal educational process. Gay people, especially
lesbians and third world gays are
definitely welcome. Entrance requirements are 2 years of college leading
toward a Bachelor's degree , or you
must take the college equivalency test.
Tuition is low. All applicants should be
committed to use the law as a tool for
social change. For more information,
write Gay Caucus, clo PCL/NLG , 2228
West 7th St., L.A., CA 90057 or call
(213) 388-8171 .

Tam in prison and would like to hearfrom gay people. Please write Michael
Koeder #038169 , P.O . Box 747, Starke,
Fla. 32091.
I am in prison and would like to write
gay people. My interests are music,
reading·, sports, poetry and karate.
Please write Op hem Falconer #C-15054 ,
Box 99, Pontiac , Ill. 61764.
I am a lonely male in prison who would
like to hear from gay per ,Jle. Write Earl
Jones, 140-643, Box 6S, London , Ohio
43140 .
I would like correspondence and friendship ; your letters will be deeply appreciated . Write Joseph A. Jackson, P.O.
Box 57, 139161, Marion, OH 43302.
I am a very lonely person in need of
~omeone to write. Thank you for your
time. Bernard York, 141-321, P.O. Box
57, Marion, OH 43302.

Pen Pals

,..

OTHER VOICES
Gay bookstore at 30 Bromfield St
Boston, 3rd floor ; open 11 am to 6 p~
Mon. thru Sat. Many new titles .

C'la,,ified Ad dt'adline b Tuesda) noon (prior 10 Sunda)
publkation).
~II ads must be paid in ad,ann. :-.lo ads accepted b) phone.
Mal.e l·hedl or mone) order pa)abk lo Ga) Communil)
.,l.,.s. 22 Br~1mfield St.. Boston. Mass. 02108.

If

:Since we serve the Northeast, please include your area code
if your ad includes a pllone number.

Please circle one of the following ad categories:

charac1cc,.

Business (ii' ) 'OU charge mone) for a service. l 'OU are a business): $3 .00 pu week for 4 lines (35 char~clers per line)
and 50 -:ents for each additional line. Headlines are $1 .00
for 25 characters.
Box ,\ 'umbers:
are available at $1 .00 for 6 weeks if you pick up your mail.
If. however. you wish your mail forwarded, the rate is
$2.00 for 6 weeks. Mail is forwarded at the end of the 3rd
and 61h weeks. If you want mail forwarded more often,
please include 50 cents above the $2.00 charge for each
additional time you want it forwarded.

GCN has created a new division! We are starting our own
distribution company which wW
handle Gay Community News, A
Gay Person's Guide, and othei
publications.
We need a dynamic perso~
with energy and ideas to spare,
to head this division. Access to a
vehicle is a necessity.
It you have these qualifica
tions, call Lester at. 617-426
4469 immediately.

...

}OU

wish lo pick up )'Our mail at the GCN office: O~r

hour,are: !0 a.m. to6p.m .. Monday through Wednesday;
10 a.m. 10 9 p.m., Thursday; 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Friday and
Sa1ur<laj; and 4 p.m. 10 8 p.m., Sunday .

APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PEN PALS
ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
RIDES
ROOMMATES SERVICES WANTED
MISCELL.
LOST & FOUND
PUBLICATIONS

Headlines___ at$___ per week$_ _ __

Pick-Up Box No. at $1.00/6 weeks

$ _ _ __

Forward Box No. at $2.00/6 w~eks

$ _ _ __

Extra Forwardings at 50t/time .......

$ _ _ __

Pe1:9sonals

Name ........................................................ .

Address ........._............................... .-............ .

City ....................................... State ........... .

Zip ................
.·..Phone ...............................
.
.
,

HOW'S YOUR LOVE LIFE?
Do you have one lover? Many? Do you
live with a lover or apart from one? Tell
our readers all about your relationships,
how good they are, how bad they are,
how you would like them to be. HELP
OTHERS handle their loved ones by
telling them. your story in GCN. Write
attention Lyn, 22 Bromfield, Boston
,02108 .

l I

.._...._......__,,___. _ _.___.__..__...._......__.___,'--;--..L....J....-"--''---'---'-- '---''--.L.-..J_.J..._J,_L.,_~..J__i,.--1_,,1._..,1_.....1...--1_1........,1_~

11111.1111111111111111

HHH I

An additional charge of $1.00 wll,
be necessary In order for phone
numbers to appear In the personals
Monkey is mischievous but
I stilt' love her, piglet.

TOTAL ENCLOSED ..... - .................. $....;.,...._ __

I----.Lr-Tl=l-=-1-=-1~,--1
__:--1
_:-1J...,--,--1-.-I--,--1---,-1-;1-1~1-r--1~I-r-1-.--1---r-1---r-1 ·1
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I have Ao family or friends who care
anymore. It is very lonely in here and I
would like to hear from you. Terry
LoRudy, P.O. Box 787, Lucasville, Ohio
45648.

First 4 lines___ at $___ per week$ _ _ __
'E~ch add'! line_ ~t $.--- per week$ _ _ __

Number of weeks ad is to run ......................... .

I

&M-;Wi r8o~ iRtS-e'itS'dl'.jnl'.l'JMrn§ Sln~e?e
gays. Enjoy boating, water skiing, deep
sea fishing, yacht refinish'ing. Duane L.
Dittus, Box A-E, A-81790 , Rm. 2198,
\ San Luis Obispo, CA 93409 .
'

PLEASE PRINT NEATLY.
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My name is Ronnie Underwood, I'm 26,
blond hair, blue eyes, 150 lbs., 5'6". My
interests are sports, dancing, and
having a good time. Write PO Box 221,
Raiford, Fla. 32083 .

_ LUTHERANS
ALC, LCA pnd Mo. Uniting for justice,
love, understanding in our church.
ed. Lutherans Concerned (for Gay People) .
I have read the GCN and enfoy it very
Sox 15592-B, Salt Lake City, UT 84115. t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J · m u c h . I would like to hear from anyone
with the time to write, and will appreciate all letters . Write Michael Allen
046789-8-101 , PO Box 667, Bushnell,
Florida 33513 .

~on•busint>ss: $2.00 for 4 linrs (35 c·haraclers per line); each
a<l<li1 ional lmc 25 cent,. Headlines are 50 cenls for 25

Nome~•s Health Collective in Cam·1ridge !s looking for an A. N. to work as
" full-time collective member. Subsist-· .
.:nee wages. Call 547_2302 .

I have no one to correspond with. ·1 w i 11
appreciate all letters from males and
females. Daniel Hinson, P.O. Box 69,
London Ohio 43140 .

•

r-~---------------

classified ad order forDI

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
AND
WE 'LL GIVE YOU THE NEWS
Subscribe now to GCN and you 'll get
the news hot off the presses along with
fabulous features and curious classifieds to keep you informed and keep
you interested.

Be your own boss. Set your own hours.
Join the GCN team of ad representatives. Don·t restrict yourself to Boston. ·
We have outlets all over New England.
20 % commission. Earn extra money'or
make it a full-time job. Skip and
Matthew are here to help you. Write
GCN or call 617-426-4469.

Y'.Jhite inmate would like to correspond
with open-minded people regardless of
race, sex, religion or age. I will answer
all letters promptly. Mr. Foster R.
Hazelwood, Sn-140-631, London Correctional Institution, P.O. Box 69,
London, Ohio 43140.
OPENMINDED PEOPLE
WM seeks correspondence regardless
of race, sex, religion, age, etc. All
rep I ies answered. Write Sam Peterson
143-188, P.O. Box 69, London, Ohio
43140.

I am very lonely person who wou·ld like
to hear f.rom anyone. I write songs,
poems, and like motorcycles. I'd like to
hear from gay people . Write William
Gustafson #044128, PO Box 747,
Starke, Floria P-3-N-5 32091.
I am a lonely prisoner who likes to write
songs. I would !like to hear frdm
anyone. Write J. D. Parrish #021422, PO
Bo.x 747, Starke, Florida 32091 P-3-N-6.
I've been in prison for almost six years
with no link to the outside world. I
lwould deeply appreciate hearing from
GCN has no control over classified •: 1anyone who has the time and concern
advertisers. W-e cannot assure you that · to spare. Write Charles Norman, PO
your inquiry will be answered or that the: .B0x 747, Starke, Florida 32091, 11-3206
. 1s
. accurateIy present- ' -038752.
pro d uc t or service
-. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __'

100 FLOWER BOOKSTORE CO-OP
15 Pearl St., Central Sq ., Cambridge
Books 15 % off to members. Poetry
readings, concerts, children's hour,
u·sed books. (617) 661-1640. Come,
join!

If you wish to respond to a box number
in any of our ads, send to GCN
Classifieds, Box ___ , 22 Bromfield
St., . Boston, MA 02108.

I

tc

Miscellaneous

MERRY X-MAS & .HAPPY HANUKAH.
STATUE OF LIBERTY T-SHIRTS now
available in s-m-1-xl, white, in time for
holiday season at the 0TH ER VOICES,
30 Bromfield St. , Boston, or write Gay
Media Action , 22 Bromfield St., Boston
02108 (617) 523-1081.

C

Young gay, 23 years old, would like
hear from anyone. Write Ray Pointer,
P.O. Box 57, Marion, Ohio 43140 .
23 years old, 5'8", 150 lbs. , likes instrumental music, chess, writing and
receiving mail, reading newspapers and
magazines from other cities . William
W . Foster, P.O. Box 900, Jefferson
City, Mo . 65101 .

Call:

E. Goodwin, Broker, 6)7.372.5351

. 0

I am in prison .a nd would like to correspond with gay people. Write Anthony
Jamison, C-250, Box 711, Menard, Ill.
62259.

AMERICA LATINA-LATIN AMERICA
Estamos interesados en comunicarnos
COA Gays en America Latina y el Caribe.
Si tienes amistades en estas areas, por
favor pideles que se comuniquen con
nosotros , o envianos sus nombres y
direcciones . We are interested • in
corresponding with Gays in Latin
America and the Caribbean. If you have
friends in these areas, please ask them
to write us, or send us their names and
addressed . Comunid,ad de Orgullo Gay,
Apartado 5523, Puerta de Tierra, San
J4an, P.R. 00806.

For Sale

2 to 6 acre parcels, surveyed, some waterfronl, from $4,500 and up. Year round roads
and JO miles of lake.
Also available is 320 acres near Keen Airport,
New Hampshire, less than $300 per acre, I
parcel. Many other lots of land in Vermont
and New Hampshire available:

ff

•

111111.

TAYLOR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
mon cherry
Tom

·\ WM 24, 5'9", 140, str app, avg looks,
not out long, seeks very masc rugged
self assured male, any scene, any age
but prefer 30-45. Write GCN Box 532.
GBF mid 20, seositive, loving, caring,
would like to meet an intelligent,
caring, aggressive GWF butch for
friendship or longterm relationship. If
interested please respond. Write GCN
Box 533.

[

Looking for a gay clientele? Are you
starting a new business venture that is
service oriented? Why not try a GCN
classified in the Services section??
BABYO I LOVE YOU DAN.
Prof . GWM, 28, seeks gay or bi teen fo(
companionship . I like sports, theater,
movies, camping . Sex not necessary
unless mutually agreeable. Be. sincere .
Write GCN Box 1980.
GCN WANTS YOUR STORY
Write Lyn , your personal story about
Coming Out, your relationships, yom
famUy's reaction to your gayness, your
favorite. gay experience, your worst
experience . We need you in GCN! Sand
to Lyn at GCN.

p O bJ•JCations
-.«.......c~~.-c
TEAM MAIL ORDER HOUSE .

Publisher of fine magazines and mair
order products. Write today tor free
catalog to: TEAM , 883 Geary St . , San
Francisco CA 94102
.•

News from the North! Suoscnoe to tne
Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter, a
monthly journal of gay and feminist
news and opin ion from the Pine Tree
State , $4/year. Sent in sealed , unmarked envelopes . Make checks payable to
MGTF Newsletter, Box 4542, 9ortland ,
Maine 04112.
LAVENDER SOUTH
Discover the realities of the Southern
gay experience, read The l!larb, the
news monthly for Southern gays.
Regional and national news , lifestyle
commentary , entertainment cglumns.
Subscription per year $5/3rd class ; $8/
1st class. Sample 50c. (All copies
mailed ir-t anonymous envelope.) Classifieds 10c/wd . Mastercharge, . Euro
Card and Acess accepted. The South's
largel3t gay publication : The BaJb,
P.O.B . 7922-8,Atlanta, GA 30309.

BOOKS AND SLIDES FOR SALE
Selling male paperback and 35mm slide
collections. His, Manhard , etc . books
($1 .95-$2.25) now 90c each. Colt , AMG,
etc . slides (75c-$1) now 40c each. Mail
orders , cash p Ius 1Oc each item. Large
orders picked up/delivered Eastern
Conn. only! Write GCN , Box 528.
WIN MAGAZINE

Peace and freedom through non-violent
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r a c t i o n . Subscription $7 /year. WIN, Box
547, Mton, N.Y. t2471 .

JANUS. COUNSRIHG ASSOCIATIS
for woou1i

FOCUS

A Joi,rnal tor lesb-ians, put

01:1t by
Boston DOB. New, excitifl~ format . eoc
sample copy, $5.00 for 1 year. Send
Couples Therapy
check to DOB, 419 Boylston St., Rm .
I 323, Soston, MA ~116.
4~Be,lston St., Rotn11,t9, Bosten
PEACEWORK
71
.L.__ _ _ _
T_el_._536-_3_0__'_ _ _ __. 1 Nonviofent "&ocial change news reported in lively monthly New England
FRI. NIGHT BLUE?
newsletter. Su.bscription $3, sample
Why be bored, hassled or stood up?
copy free. Peacework, 48 Inman St.,
Ccime to GCN office at 6 pm and experr·.,.mbrirlf!P, MA "7139.
ience good folks and pleasant conversation, while folding and mailing GCN.
PLAYGROUND TRA.UMA? CLOSET
YOUNG, GAY AND HASSLED?
Amazon? How did you feel about sport5
Call or drop in to Project Lambda, 70
growing up? How about now? GRACCharles St., Boston (227-8587) . An
TIVITY wants poems, essays, graphics
advocacy program for youth (12-17
etc . about gays & sports. Submit
years old) who need help dealing with
articles & subscribe, c/o . GCN, Box
family, court, school, etc. M-F . 10 am8000.
6 pm .

Groups, lndlviduls

Tra.Hvestite Newsletter. Free ~mp.le .
Has articles, photos, -personals and unusual of~. Write ~mpatt,y, Box
12466, Seattle, Wash. 98111.
PersCH1al ad listing service . 1 OO's
·personal Aon-coded ads of young
persons_' f1..,of;!
for a recent sample
issue with complete information and an
ad form. Write BSJ, Box 337, Millikeft,
'CO 80543.

ot

ANDROGYNY BOOKSHOP
A wide variety of gay feminist and
nonsexist childrens books .. Come and
visit when you're in Montreal. 1217
Crescent S!., Montreal (514) 866-2131.
· - - · --

FUN AND GAMES
Play monopoly, go skiing, learn handbal I; swim, bowl; try soccer, cribbage,
darts . To join in these & other Gay Recreational Activities write GCN, Box
8000 . Or help start a new GRAC group
in your favorite gc1me: basketball,
bridge, fencing - you name it. Organizers nee~d.

Dear Cl•Hied AdverHeer:
If p1eference as to race (8 or W) doe6
not matf~. why put it in?

THE COMPLETE GAY GUIDE
Hot off the presses, the all new Gay
Pe-rson's Gttide to New England . 128
pages, l:tundreds of listings: 04tdoor
cruising , bars, baths, beaches, services , groups. Expand.ed coverags for
g.ay women, city map~, articles on gay
history/herstory , teUing parents, S&.M,
baths a.ri.cl m-orn. $3.75 at Ollf office
(10-6, wkdays); $4.QQ by mail: GPG,
Dept. t'.3-2 , 22 Bromfield St., Boston
02106.

GAY SCENE
The monthly picture entertainment
· newspaper. Features Gay Movement
news, articles, reviews, personals,
nude center fold, plus 11ore interesting
features . $8 for 12 issues. Send .' $1 for
sample copy. Mailed in plain brown
envelope. REGIMENT, c/o Gallery
Three Ent. , Box 247, Grand Central
Sta., NYC 10017.
MAJORITY REPORT
Feminist News for Women, published
every other wee~. Subscrip. $5 .00/yr.,
74 Grove St. , NYC, Ny 10014.
Any person interested in doin~ \10!-UNl;E ER WORK???FOf any number o.t ·
hours, within the GAY COMMllNITl,
please write Box 1976, GCN, 22
BroITTfield St., Boston, MA 02108.
Oiscrehoh is assure<;11

LesQlan Liblration,
c/o.Wom-en's Center
~•-8S07'
l,.ssbian Mother&
354-8807
Acce~s (Camb,idge Ha~}
6i1-3to()
Massachusetts F&mini.st Federa) Credit
·Adoleacerrt male rait seuio,n, 4-6 pm ·!21-8557 Union, 186½ Hampahi!'4il St.,
·
B'nai Haslla.lah (Gay Jfltistl group.>
265-6409' '
Catinbridqe
661-0-450
Stack'~ Men-'1 Caucue,
M,tropolitan Commurl'rty _C h_ur:c.tl
523-7~
GCr:J, Boic~
MH Stud'e'!'lt Homophile l e ~~
253-54-40
Erosion Gay Men's Rap Group
.N.at~,w,i:t L~w~rs G11-rk,!;5~1iba)s9. ~v Sf!HI~ .
8ostO'R L.ave111118f Tl-..tre:
:Nafron.n:'.>roanizatlon fGr WbmerT
m-e1 ial
Women's ;rou,~
N<)rtheastem Gay Student Qrg., c/o Student
Men's group
Activiti.es E>ff.ice, Z5§ Ell Ctr.
. 253-5440
Cambri4tge North I Bralltle Gays
Otllef Fund, If'!€ . (Gay Ui.ited: Fundt,
jwdte cl o Gay Leg.islatjon)
681-Q3fi2
P.O. Box 1i97, Boat.:,n 02105
446-0412
Cam~ridge Women's ~et'lter
j54-8807· Other Voices Bookstore,
30
Bromfield·
St.,
Boston
Charles Street Meetinghouse
523-636&
Project P-lace
267-915P
c ·a mbridgeport Gays, c/o GCN Box 6500
843-5731
Civil liberties Union of Mass-.
22"1:9459 Fr . Paul Shanley
·Project Lam beta
227-8587
Closet Space (WCAS), 740m AM)
492~
Transvestites (Transgenderists: _
Daughters of Bilitis
262-15.92
Frances Craig, P.O. Box 291,
Oignity of BostoR,
~ MII !3rt11]~_ll, Cam.bridge..9~139
c/o 1t05 Boylston St., Boston
Tra,1svestiles/Trans1J1ndensts :
·
Elaine Noble (Rep.}
727-2584
AriMne_JS;..oJ~~ 6.rui 16_1, Cambridof 02140
.
536-98-2'?
Fag Rag
Tufts Gay Community, c/ o S"tuctent Activities
Fenway Community Health Center
267-7573
Office, Medford, MA 02155
776-0921
Fengay, c/o Tom Nylund
267-10G6
Waltham-Watertown Gays ,
Focus, Women's Counseling, 186½ Hamp-c/o
GCN
Box
7100
- shin, St., Cambridge
878-4486
Women's Comm. Heafth Ctr., Gamb.
547-230.i
Fort Hill Faggots f°'

80ST0tt,Mn!A

.. Freee&fl'l
440-8551 or 442-6029
Framingha(!'l Unicorn Society,
·
P.O. Box 163, Framingham, MA 01701
.G ay Hotline (3-12 pm, Mon.-Fri.}
426-9371 ·
Gay Men's Cente·r
· · 723-6268 or 491-6968
Gay Recr!lilt1onal Activities
Committee (GRAC), c/o GCN, Box 8000
Gay Academic Union of New England ,
. P.O. Box 212, Boston 02101
266-2069
' Gay Alert (for gay community
emergency only)
523-0368, 267-0764
Gay Media Action, c/o GCN Box 5000,
523-1081
22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108
(lay Com!!)_u!:!l!Y.!i~Y'§
426-4469
Gay Nurses Alliance,
c/o GCN Box 251, Bos10:n ·02JO~.
Gay People of UMass/Boston
2s.7-1900x2J9&
Gay Speakers Bureau
547-1451
353-2790
Gay Way Radio (WBUR , &? . & FM)
Gay Legislation '75 , P.O . Box 8841 ,
JFK Sta ., Boston 02144
491-2787, 661-9362
Gay Youth Advocates ,
227-8587
70 Charles St.
Gender Identity Service
864-8181
Golden Gays
482-8998
Good Gay Poets
!;>36-9826
~ rv?rd-R~.clfffe Gay~
49_~~1n{
Ho(:Tlophi le CO}T!__munity Health Svc.
542-5188
lnteority / Sos ton, .O~ox 2582 , .02208 - -. - -Lesbian Th.e rapy Research Project
- 354-8807

e

Resorts
,._..:M•9'C',..•M>e

SKI GROUPS
Weekertd ski trips to Maine. Skiing,
swimming, sauna, food, lift tickets
· from $69 , Write GCN Box 470 for
detail'6.

BEACON TOURS

Guide ,

Cafl Lind• 742-1220
24 Tremont St., lloston
GAY SKI HOU81:
We're back! Our house in southern
Vermont with fireplace, sauna, and
good cooking, welcomes you. WeekJ
ends or the season. For information,
call us at (212) 794-2770.

Alcoholics Together/Worcester
756-0730
Dignity I Merrimack Valley ,
_
P.O. Box 348 , Lowell, 01853
Gay Activists Alliance , c/o Postmaster,
General Delivery ,
Provincetown
487-339,3, _487-3234, 487-3344
Haverh il l, N .E.C .C. Gay line, M 8-10 am ,
T 6-8 pm , W 12-2 pm
327-0929
Homoph il e Union of Montacnusett
P.O . Box 262 ,. Fitchburg 01420

PEOPLE PROBLEMS
Doctor will counsP-1 people. Those with
a real interest in solving human
problems. Fees on sliding scale. Call
734-6984 .
fYPESEr, t,~G FOrl

GAY COMMUNITY

Rides
ac,--.c,--.c,_...:,.
1 - ~1it1 ,_..,..,.
Drivers wanted to Fla. (& USA) . Must be
21 plus with good ref's and ID's. Small
gas allowance. Avail. immed. Call Joe,
267-4836, AUTO DRIVEAWAY CO.

R()ommates

Use our facilities (phototypesetter plus
IBM Composer) to produce your booklet or publication. Good rates . (We are
GCN's typesetter .) Write GCN Box 69.

WALTER DRISCOLL
A Registerecl Electroleglst
Free Consultation Invited
For Permanent Hair Removal
For All Parts of the Body

26 West St., Boston

Tel. 426-5067·

~ J > a _. ._Hk
N.H., GWM needs room for four days a
week. Will pay up to $85 per month.
(Monday through Thursday .) No communes. Write GCN Box 530.
GF, 21, need a a friendly GF rmte w / a
sense of humor for a lovely, clean,
sunny Brkline apt. Free pking, wd firs,
$112 and con-v . to all trans. Call Sue
·2 71-4714.
I atri exploring a transS&!(ual alternative
and am t6olttng for someone to sh.re
livi11g expenses within the El-0ston area.
Call Joseph at 265-621 & best time after
7 pm.

WESTDIN IIIASSA9·MUSiTTS

(area eod• 413}

' Amherst Gay He>.Oioe (men&, women). ~ 1 ~ '
•ctark Gay Allian.t:e,. Sox A-70, Clark Univ .,
Worcester om Q,.
Oignity/Springfi-ela, -f>.0. 8~ 4~e
, Forest Park Sta., S,priogHeld 01107
:everywomen's Ciim8', Amherst
545-0833
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA-FM, 91 .Q')
545-287l.
Ga_y Women's C4W,Clil~, Amherst
5'(5-3438 ,
Hotline, Westfield , Mass.- (M&Tues. 9 pm-11
pm)
568--9759
MCC/Sprir19fiekl, ~ Soutlit 8001-evard St . , West
Springfiel'1
737-7473
· 'People's Gay Altianee,
UMass/Amherst
545-0154
· Sexual Identity Awareness Org: , Westfield
State College, Parenzo Box 197,
Westfield 01 OM
,southwest Women's Center
545-0626
Springfield Gay Alliance
583-3904
~Valley Women's Center, Northampton 586-2011

Wanted
OLD GAY BOOKS WANTED
Bookbinoec seeks g,ood gay claasi~,
esp. hardcore porn, hardcover only, tor
own collection. N-0 p~erbacks. Can't
pay much. Tell me what you've g<>t and
a&king price. Will do leather bindings
for your books, too. Stuart, P.O. Box
9852, Boston 02114.

tnsUtt1te of 5oclar Ethicll/ Na1'iona~
Gay Archi-tes, 1 Gold St.,
Suite, 22B, Hartford Ge103
547-t281
Sii-2856
Kalos / Gay Libera-! ion, H.artford
·The- C~rch of the Eternal
Flame Universa•
527-5&12
Wesleyan Gay A.Hiance, c/o W.S~yan
Women 's Center, Wesleyan Sta . ,
Middletown 06457

.NEW HAMNHIRISeacoast Area Gay Alliance,
Soic 142,., Portsmouth 038()'f
.
Women's Group, PO Box 137, Northwood 032i1
(Do not use "_gay" on any ~ail to this g_~?,Ufl)

MAtNE
farncode201J .
I,...
'•8ru-nswick Gay Women's Group,
1 1:ffi Maine St., Brunswick 040lt
fGay Flights Organiz-airon (GRor:-i P.O, Box 4542, P,orttand 0.4,114
rMaine F'reewomen's Herald,
Box 488, Brunswick 04011
Maine Gay Indians, c/o Deanna ·Francis,
, Passamaquoddy Library,
, P1easant Point 04667
'Maine Gay Task Force/ MGTF Newsletter,
' Box_45~, Portland 041-14
1

,NEW YORK

VERMONT

[areacode 617]

Black gay male wanted for gay commune on Fort Hill. Rent $60. Please
contact Greg or Lionel at 445-6676 .
THERE ARE EIGHTEEN FAGGOTS
living on Fort Hill. We're building our
gay identity in ways never tried before .
We live in communal houses and our
movement is growing. Come, join us .
Call Greg or Mark -1-15-667&.or 442-6029
2 roommates needed for non-sexist hse
of 1 gm, 1 gf near Inman S(l. Re11t
$47 .50 mo . plus u1il. lesbians preferred . Av~I . Jan. 15. 628-3870. '

FEBRUA/lY 13'11
GAY SKI WEEKEND

[al'N code401]

Alcoholics Together, 290 Westminster St.,
Rm . 510, Providence
274-~7_n,
Dignity I Providence, B-ox 2231,
Pawtucket 02a61
Gay Women at Brown U, Providence
863-2189
831-5184
Gay Women ot Providence
Homophile Community Health Service,
Providence
274-4737
274-1693
MCC Coffee House, Providence
MCC/ Providence, 63 Chapin Ave .
274-1693

.G ay

EASTERN MASSACH-USETTS

TS GCN person seeks building superintendent place . Quiet, stable , non
smoker, experience and references.
Write Martha or Jim, GCN Box 481.

'MCC / Worcester
756-0730
·Provincetown 24-H~ Dro~-ln C41Ater 487-0387
Provincetown HqmophHe Assistan.c~
League, Box 674-, !D'roviRcetowrY 0~7'
New Bedford Wemen'a Ctinic
999-1&70

'RHODE JSLAND

Quick

RMMT wanted pref GWM 24-30 for dup
apt S. End, own rm , 1 ½ bath , w/d fplc ,
pvt patio. $200 . Call 482-1872 after 7 pm
or all day Saturday.

j

LESBIAN CONNECTION
A free nationwide forum of news and
ideas by, for, an0 about lesbians
(donations are always welcome). For a
subscription simply send your name,
address, and zip code to : Ambitious
Amazons, P.O . Box 811, East Lansing,
Mich. 48823.

Northeast Vermont GWM, 41, cultured,
bearded, good-looking, seeks contact
with other GM, especially ages 18-30.
Welcome to stay over. Write GCN Box
520 .
ALAN t:IELKIN
There is mail for you at GCN. Please get
in touch with Lester, so I'll know what
to do with yo_u__r_l_
e t_t_e_
rs_._ _ _ _ __

.

Lesbian feminist looking for others to
live with . in the Boston area . Call Duffy ,
776-6045.

[Mea code 802)

Counseling for Gay Women & Men,
c/o Vermont Women's Health Center,
863-138{
158 Bank St ., Burlington 05401
Gay in Vermont, Box 3216 , N. Burlington Sta .,
Burlington 05401
862-2397
Vermont Gay Women
862-7770, 863-3237
Women's Switchboard
862-5504
CONNECTICUT

[area code 203)

East Conn . Gay Alliance , Norw ich
889-7530
George W. Henry Foundation, Hartford 522-2646.
!
Gay All iance at Yale ,
2031 Yale St. , New Haven 06520
436-89451
Har1fordGa-y COLin~ling
522-5575 , 523-9837'
1.MCC / Hartfo rd
522-5575 , 523-9837

I

•Capital Dist. Gay Comm . Council,
P.O . Box 131, 332 Hudson Ave
Albany, NY 12210
($18) 462-6138
Gay Communhy Service Ctr. , 1350 Main St.,
Buffalo , NY 14209
,
Dignity, P.O . Box 1554, N .Y:fN'. r. 10022 Gay Activists Alliance, P.O. t,Ox 2,
Village Sta. 10014
966-7870
Gay Media Coalition,
Box 128 Ansonia Sta . 10023
Gay Men's Health Project ,
691-6969
247 W . 11th St.
Gay Switchboard
924-4036
Gay & Women's Alliance for
, Responsible Media , 370 Lexington Ave .,
Suite 416, N.Y .C. , N.Y .
Lambda Legal Defense and Educ . Fund Inc,
145 E. 52nd St., NY NY 10022
758-1905
Lesbia·n Feminists liberation , c/o Women 's Center , 243 W . 20th St .
691-5460
Lesbian Switchboard
741-2610
Maltachine Society , 59 Christopher St. ,
NY , NY10014
691-1066
MCC/New York
691-7428, 369-8513
Nat ional Gay Task Force ,
741-1010
80 Fifth Ave ., Rm . 506
Oscar W ilde Memoria l Bookshop ,
255-8Q97
15 Christopher S!,
0

..

